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This work investigates (i) contact asymmetry induced response of semiconductors, with 

emphasis on nanowire photo response, and (ii) strain induced electronic and optoelectronic 

properties of narrow silicon nanowires. Contact area asymmetry is shown to produce large zero-

bias photo response in bulk silicon, which is explained by TCAD modeling. Modeling also 

shows that both short circuit current and open circuit voltage in nanowire solar cells and photo 

sensors can be enhanced by using contact metals with large work function difference. This does 

not need any p-n junction type asymmetric band structure device that requires high and 

controlled doping. However, two-contact large nanowires are found to suffer from low current 

density due to minority carrier recombination and inefficient carrier collection at contacts. As a 

solution, multi-contact and grounded-gate designs are modeled and found to enhance photo 



 

 

 

response. By simple fabrication and characterization, we show that nanowire networks with dual-

metal contacts produce large photo currents. Interestingly, a sparse network gives larger response 

than a relatively dense network. High resistance nanowire-nanowire contact is shown to place a 

limit on electrical transport and explains such unintuitive response. Finally, Molecular dynamics 

and quantum mechanical transport simulation of bent narrow silicon nanowires show that 

bending strain causes larger decrease in transmission gap compared to the usually investigated 

uniaxial strain and that a moderate amount of bending strain may be capable of causing a 

semiconductor to metal transition. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION  

Over the past two decades, semiconductor nanowires have received widespread attention in 

nanoscale research areas such as nano-electronics and nano-photonics. Nanowires can function as 

miniaturized devices as well as electrical interconnects. As such, they are being considered as 

important building blocks in nanotechnology. They have unique shapes, sizes, compositions, 

chemical and physical properties, which can now be controlled with relative ease as a result of 

worldwide efforts in nanomaterials research. Their high aspect ratio allows the bridging of the 

nanoscopic and macroscopic worlds, which is fundamental to the integration of electronics and 

photonics. 

Bulk silicon is the most widely used semiconductor in electronics and photovoltaics. Recently, 

silicon nanowire has also been established as a major player in nanotechnology. The nanowires 

can be fabricated in both top-down and bottom-up approaches, and have been fabricated in a range 

of diameters, from a few nanometers to a few hundred nanometers. Due to its indirect band gap, 

bulk silicon’s photo absorption efficiency is low. Hence a thick film of silicon is necessary for the 

complete absorption of solar spectrum. Thick film requires more materials and increases the 

associated material cost. However, silicon nanowires (SiNWs) have been found to have a 

considerably improved light absorption property [1]–[6]. Since a smaller amount of material (i.e. 

nanowires) can absorb a larger fraction of the incident light, this may result in huge saving in the 

material cost. SiNWs are thus very promising for photosensing and photovoltaic applications, and 

have already been used in many photodetectors [7]–[10] and solar cells [1], [3], [11]. In addition 

to SiNWs, our results are relevant to other nanowires in general and we have also studied 

germanium nanowires (GeNWs). 



 

 

 

Many of the improved properties of nanowires have been attributed to their having a large 

surface to volume ratio [12]–[16]. However, the large surface is also often associated with a large 

surface roughness [17], [18], which increases scattering and thereby degrades thermal and 

electrical mobility, and reduces carrier lifetime (or diffusion length). Low minority carrier lifetime 

(diffusion length) is a big issue in the photosensing and photovoltaic applications of nanowire 

devices because the collection of the photo generated carriers, hence the efficiency, in such devices 

is greatly reduced. This issue can be alleviated through improved device designs, such as using a 

core-shell structure [11], [19], [20] instead of an axial device. I present a distributed contact design 

to increasing the photo generated carrier collection, especially in long nanowires, as discussed in 

Chapter 3. The distributed contacts divide a long (compared to the carrier diffusion length) 

nanowire into many small wires in parallel, and improve both short circuit current and open circuit 

voltage. 

Some sort of asymmetry in the device improves the carrier collection efficiency as photo 

generated electrons can flow towards one contact while holes flow towards the other. The usual 

approach to introducing asymmetry is through the formation of a p-n junction by doping [21]–

[23]. Achieving a precisely controlled doping in nanodevices is, however, difficult [24]–[27]. As 

a solution, we show that appropriately chosen metal pairs (that is, metal contacts having sufficient 

work function difference) can achieve the same performance as a p-n junction type device without 

any need for large and controlled doping densities. In such a design, compared to the nanowire 

work function, one contact has a higher work function while the other contact has a lower work 

function. We develop a guideline for choosing the metal pair which has the required work function 

asymmetry and avoids deleterious effects such as reduction of minority carrier lifetime. 



 

 

 

Study of very narrow silicon nanowires have revealed that, unlike bulk silicon and wide 

nanowires, they have a direct bandgap [28], [29], which is essential for efficient light absorption 

and emission. More importantly, it has also been found [30] that mechanical strain can change the 

amount of bandgap and turn a direct bandgap semiconductor into an indirect bandgap 

semiconductor, and vice versa. These results are very promising for optoelectronic applications of 

SiNWs, such as for fabricating tunable lasers. So far, strain dependent electronic studies of 

nanowires have exclusively focused on uniaxial strain, despite most real nanowires having some 

bending inherently present in them. Such as, bottom up synthesized nanowires are usually not 

perfectly straight, rather they are twisted as well as jumbled [31], [32]. In reference [33], 

Bertagnolli grew wires with a predefined rectangular shape. Zhu et al. [34] demonstrated over 40% 

bending strain in nanowires with tungsten tip. In an ultimate bending strength experiment, Cook 

et al. [35] bent silicon nanowires lying on a flat substrate through sequential atomic force 

microscope (AFM) tip manipulations. They could get a U-shape bending, and found that, as 

diameter decreased, the amount of bending that the nanowires could withstand before breaking 

increased. This might mean that the narrower nanowires are more stable under larger bending 

stresses. Although these bending studies have been done mostly on bottom up nanowires, even 

top-down fabricated nanowires can be bent intentionally [36], [37] or unintentionally [38], [39]. 

Moreover, top down and bottom up approaches can be combined [40] to get horizontally 

suspended, well-oriented and size-controlled nanowire arrays. Due to bending, as opposed to 

uniaxial straining, different atoms in the nanowire are under different amount of strain. This may 

open up new possibilities, and electronic and optoelectronic studies of bent wires are necessary. 

In view of the opportunities and challenges discussed above, we study the response of 

nanowires to light as well as to strain. Figure 1.1 below lists the exploration paths as well as the 



 

 

 

application areas of this work. The targeted fields are photodetection, photovoltaic and strain 

dependent electro-optic devices. In these areas, we explore how asymmetry - in both size and work 

function - in device metal contact affects device characteristics under light. We show that, 

depending on the nanowire length, the optimum number of contacts may be different for efficient 

carrier collection. Besides single nanowires, devices consisting of nanowire networks are relatively 

easier to fabricate. Our investigation shows that they produce considerable amount of photo 

response which depends on network density in an unintuitive way. Role of strain in modifying 

electrical properties, such as bandgap, conductivity, are also to be studied through simulations.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Paths of exploration of this work. 

 

Figure 1.2 schematically specifies the various components of the proposed work. In Figure 

1.2(a), a nanowire is lying on an insulating substrate. The substrate mainly provides mechanical 

support. There is one metal contact on each of the two ends of the nanowire. This device is also 

assumed to be in the dark (no light) condition. Such is the reference device. The other parts of 



 

 

 

Figure 1.2 all show some particular changes with respect to the reference device. Figure 1.2(b) 

turns on illumination. Figure 1.2(c) depicts the case with a different metal for the second contact 

while the nanowire is under illumination. The nanowire is under strain in Figure 1.2(d).  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Graphical representation of various components of the work. 

 

The major divisions of this work are briefly touched upon in the following sections. Later 

chapters will have more on each of these. 

1.1 ASYMMETRIC CONTACT SILICON PHOTO SENSOR 

Although we will be mostly dealing with nanowires in this study, first, we want to present some 

interesting results from metal-on-bulk-silicon based photo sensors. Sensing of light is useful in 

numerous fields such as radiation detection, smoke detection, flame detection, street light 

switching, atomic force microscopy, security alarm, etc. This is a mature field, and there exist 



 

 

 

various device designs for realizing a photo sensor. Some examples are photodiode, avalanche 

photodiode, PIN photodiode, Schottky diode, phototransistor, and photomultiplier. In the very first 

of our experimental processes, we fabricated metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) devices with 

only a single metal deposited on bulk silicon with native oxide. Such simpler devices can have 

significant dark leakage suppression [41] and our measurements also reveal that they can have 

large photocurrent response, even at zero bias. We show that asymmetry in the physical size of, 

and asymmetry in the light position relative to, the metal contacts are the bases for such excellent 

photosensing device. Its fabrication process is very simple and low cost. At the same time, its 

output photocurrent is large. In Chapter 2, I detail this photo sensor’s theory and fabrication along 

with the experimental results.  

1.2 LIGHT-NANOWIRE INTERACTION 

Due to its indirect band gap, bulk silicon’s photo absorption efficiency is low. However, silicon 

nanowires have been found to have a considerably improved light absorption property. This is very 

promising for photosensing and photovoltaic applications. These fields are recently seeing huge 

research efforts, and there are also increased government subsidies for designing low cost solar 

cells. Taking these as motivations, we have simulated both short circuit current and open circuit 

voltage of nanowire based photo sensing devices. A simple device with dual-metal contacts has 

been studied. Detailed understanding of the influence of wire dimensions, minority carrier 

lifetimes, and metal work functions on the optical characteristics has been made.  Based on our 

findings, we put forth guidelines for choosing the contact metals for higher output efficiency. 

Distributed electrode structure has also been shown to increase the short circuit current of long 

wires and improve their current density. 



 

 

 

Experimental realization of the modeled device has also been done. First simple metal 

depositions are performed to fabricate ‘oxide test benches’, each with lines of two different metals 

forming gaps on an oxide wafer. Next a nanowire suspension is drop casted on the metal gaps in 

the oxide test bench. This deposits a nanowire network which bridges the two metals and forms a 

device. Current—voltage and photo switching measurements are done and an appreciable photo 

response is achieved. When nanowires are longer than the metal gap size, sparse network gives 

larger current than a relatively denser network. We consider details of electronic transport toe 

explain such unintuitive phenomenon. We have studied both GeNW and SiNW networks to show 

that the results are quite general.  

1.3 PROPERTIES OF BENT SILICON NANOWIRES 

A strained semiconductor device can have many useful electronic and optoelectronic properties. 

Strained bulk silicon has higher electron and hole mobilities [42], [43], which has been found to 

improve the switching speed of the transistors. It has also been predicted [30] that strain can change 

both size and directness (or indirectness) of the bandgap of narrow silicon nanowires. Such a 

property may be important in optoelectronic applications. These works mostly employ uniaxial or 

biaxial strain. However, due to intentional or unintentional reasons [44], [45], silicon nanowires 

can actually be under quite a large amount of bending strain. Naturally, it is desirable to investigate 

their electronic and optoelectronic properties. So we do classical molecular dynamics and quantum 

mechanical simulations to understand the strain profile and electronic transmissions in such 

nanowires in Chapter 5. Uniaxially strained silicon nanowires of similar sizes have also been 

simulated. Comparison shows that, for same average strain, bent nanowires have a larger decrease 

in their transmission gap, which represent a larger increase in conductivity.  



 

 

 

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

This thesis is organized as follows. 

1) Before delving into nanowires, we discuss the theory, fabrication and experimental 

measurements of photocurrent characteristics of bulk silicon MSM photo sensor 

devices in Chapter 2. We describe that asymmetry in (i) physical sizes of two metal 

pads and (ii) light position with respect to contact electrodes can produce large 

photocurrent. 

2) In Chapter 3, we describe simulation and modeling of asymmetric-work-function 

metal contacts based nanowire photo sensing devices. Short circuit current, open 

circuit voltage and photocurrent densities are studied in detail. Guideline for 

choosing appropriate metals is given. Long nanowires with contacts only at the 

ends are found to be less efficient in terms of current density. An improved design 

with distributed contacts to maximize their output is then proposed. Finally, it is 

shown that further performance enhancement can be achieved with gated diode 

design, which also produced a small negative differential resistance (NDR) effect. 

3) In Chapter 4, fabrication and characterization of nanowire network based two 

contact photo sensors are presented. It is found that, although the fabrication 

approach is very simple, the devices produce appreciable amount of photo currents. 

Depending on the relative lengths of the nanowires with respect to the contact to 

contact distance, either dense or sparse network may produce more current. The 

case of some sparse networks producing relatively larger currents is explained by 

considering the detail of the current transport mechanism in the network. 



 

 

 

4) Chapter 5 investigates electronic transport properties of strained narrow silicon 

nanowires using molecular mechanics and non-equilibrium Green’s function 

(NEGF) simulations. Strain variations in the bent nanowires are analyzed in detail. 

Then, electronic transmission, and the energy gap therein, are correlated with the 

nanowire diameter as well as the amount of bending. Finally, the strain induced 

transmission gap change in bent nanowires is compared with the same effect in 

similar uniaxially strained nanowires, and it is shown that bent nanowires show a 

larger gap decrease for similar strain. 

5) The last chapter, Chapter 6, summarizes the thesis and discusses future work 

directions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 2. PHOTORESPONSE OF SILICON WITH ASYMMETRIC 

AREA CONTACTS  

We report metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photo sensors based on asymmetric metal pad areas. 

Our photosensor devices displayed strong absorption properties upon exposure to electromagnetic 

radiation. Our devices are simple to fabricate, requires a single-step metal deposition, and exhibit 

photoresponse even at zero bias conditions. In this chapter, we present a brief discussion on the 

theory behind the necessity of asymmetry in contact pads to enhance photoresponse in short circuit, 

which is generally achieved by variation in metal work function. In addition, we present the 

theoretical explanation and experimental verification with our proposed prototype devices made 

of platinum deposited on bulk silicon. Our results display a large photo current and a zero dark 

current under zero applied voltage at ambient environmental conditions. Our device offers 

excellent light switching behavior that are fast and stable at room temperature, which make them 

excellent candidates for innovative devices with extreme stability and reliability. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Silicon based photosensing is an exciting area of research that finds numerous applications in high-

tech device fabrication industry for integrated active/passive optical components such as filters, 

sensors, detectors [46], [47]. These devices are compatible with the low cost complementary metal 

oxide semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication process which makes possible having both optical and 

electronic circuits in a single microchip [41]. Silicon photo sensors are found in various device 

configurations such as photodiode [48], phototransistor [49], [50], simple Schottky diode [51], and 

MSM dual Schottky diodes [41], [50]–[56]. The MSM devices hold great potentials due to their 

simple fabrication process, low capacitance, ease of integration with preamplifier circuits, large 



 

 

 

bandwidth as well as high sensitivity [41], [53]. MSM photo sensors with a single as well as double 

metals have been demonstrated in both III-V [54] and IV [41], [52] semiconductors. They, 

however, have a relatively large dark current [55], which causes additional power dissipation in 

the already hot and densely packed integrated circuits. Most of the remedial efforts so far [41], 

[52], [54] are focused towards achieving an asymmetry in the contact metal work functions as well 

as replacing the high cost direct bandgap materials with the low cost silicon. Significant 

contribution by Okyay et al. [53] discusses the importance of asymmetric area electrodes that can 

be utilized to suppress the Schottky diode leakage current. A recent study by Zhang et al presents 

the simulation study on the influence of asymmetric electrode structures for effective dark current 

suppression in silicon based photodetectors [57]. However, a detailed experimental study of the 

photoresponse of such devices, specifically under zero bias conditions is still missing. 

In this chapter, we present a thorough experimental analysis on MSM device with metal 

contacts of similar workfunction but dissimilar contact areas. The photosensor devices involves a 

very simple and cost-effective CMOS fabrication process which includes a one-step metal 

deposition on a standard silicon wafer. A large photoresponse is observed, even under low light 

and low or zero bias conditions. In addition, we also present the simulation studies on our device 

structure which validates the experimental results.  This chapter presents a complete discussion on 

the theoretical background of the device model followed by the fabrication process, experimental 

studies and simulation results. Both dark and light currents measurements were performed with 

the prototype devices. Photoresponse of the detector device as a function of laser power and 

wavelength is presented here. 

 



 

 

 

2.2 THEORY OF METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR-METAL PHOTO SENSORS 

When semiconductor materials, such as silicon, are exposed to electromagnetic radiations, they 

absorb part of the light that results in the excitation of its valence band electrons to its conduction 

band. The absorption properties of semiconducting materials are dependent upon the electronic 

structure of the semiconductor as well as the thickness of the material. The excited electrons in 

conduction band participate in charge transport thereby increasing the electrical conductivity of 

the material resulting in an improved electrical signal. 

In order to obtain a photo current signal from light shining on a piece of semiconductor, the 

photo generated carriers inside the material must be collected through the metal contacts. However, 

if the numbers of photo-generated electrons (holes) collected at the two contacts are equal, the net 

photo current due to electrons (holes) will be zero. This is the general observation in 

semiconductors if the two metal pads are identical and the light intensity is uniform all over the 

device. Such circumstances are normally overcome by employing either a p-n junction inside the 

semiconductor or using two dissimilar metals as two contacts. However, both of these approaches 

will take more than one photolithography step. Creating the p-n junction in semiconductor wafer 

requires at least one step for doping and another step for the metal deposition. Similarly, 

constructing dissimilar metal contacts on semiconductors involve two separate metal deposition 

steps. 

Here, we propose a one-step lithography process for fabricating asymmetric electrical contacts 

based photo sensors. In case of a Schottky contact, the electron transport property of the device 

depends upon the contact area between the metal and the semiconductor since the amount of 

tunneling is directly proportional to the contact area. Amount of surface recombination will also 

depend on the contact size. Hence, if we make the two contacts of a photo sensor with the same 



 

 

 

metal but of dissimilar contact areas as displayed in Figure 2.1(a), the device will have the required 

asymmetry for photo current. Therefore, a single step photolithography process is sufficient to 

achieve the asymmetry which is ideal in creating a non-zero photocurrent. Since amount of surface 

recombination depends on the contact area, even dark current will have an asymmetry in it, as 

verified by both simulation and experimental results.  

 

Figure 2.1. Asymmetric contact photo sensors; asymmetry due to (a) contact size, (b) light 

position. 

 

Alternatively, the position of the light spot that is being detected by the semiconductor can 

itself introduce an asymmetry into an otherwise symmetric metal contact pair as illustrated in 

Figure 2.1(b). The semiconductor between two similar metal pads of equal size when exposed to 

the spotlight that is smaller than the gap size between the metal pads as indicated in the figure (i.e. 

at the midpoint O), the total system is still symmetric, and there will be no net photo current at 

zero bias. In fact, position of the spotlight at any point along the line, SOM, will lead to a symmetric 

device and hence a zero photocurrent at zero bias condition. However, if the position of the 



 

 

 

spotlight is deviated from the line SOM, for example at point A or B, an asymmetry is introduced 

in the circuit thereby generating a photo current at short circuit. 

For both the photo sensors in Figure 2.1, the degree of asymmetry will depend on the light 

position with respect to the two contacts, and as a result, the magnitude of photo current will vary 

depending on the light position. Considering the device in Figure 2.1(b) and a light source with 

constant spot size, light location at point O will give zero photo current due the symmetry as 

already discussed. Now as light position moves towards the left contact, along line OA, the current 

magnitude will first increase, reach a maximum and then fall off as some of the incident light will 

be obstructed by the metal pad, assuming the pad reflects off most of the incident light. If this 

current is assumed positive, then a mirror symmetric (negative) current profile will be generated 

as the light position moves starting from point O towards the right contact, along line OB.  

2.3 DEVICE FABRICATION 

Fabrication was done on p-type, 100 mm diameter, and 500 um thick silicon wafer. The process 

flow is shown in Figure 2.2. First, the wafer was run through a spin, rinse, dry (SRD) cycle to 

clean it. Then, to remove any organic contaminants, barrel etching was done for 5 minutes at 100 

W power. Next, standard photolithography was used to pattern resist on the wafer. Briefly, NR7-

1000PY negative resist was spun coated and then baked at 150 C on a hot plate for 60 seconds. 

The resist was then exposed and again baked at 100 C for 50 seconds. TMAH based developer, 

RD6, was used to develop the resist. This was followed by an SRD cycle. Immediately before 

metal deposition, barrel etching was done to remove residual photoresist from the developed away 

regions. This etching was done for 30 seconds at 50 W power. Then electron beam assisted 

evaporation was done to deposit 10 nm chromium adhesion layer and then 20 nm platinum layer. 

Finally, metal liftoff was done in acetone.  



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Device fabrication steps. 

 

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Figure 2.3 shows both dark and photo current as a function of device bias for five different devices 

with one large and one small pads. Two probe IV measurements performed to characterize each 

and every contact pad revealed the absence of the commonly existing Ohmic behavior in 

nanodevice transport properties. This is a clear evidence of the formation of rectifying junction in 

our devices. The graph clearly shows the asymmetry in dark current (Figure 2.3(a)) and displays 

zero current at zero bias conditions. Our devices exhibited a slow increase in current until a 

threshold voltage is achieved due to the presence of the rectifying junction beneath the pads.  Upon 

exposure to electromagnetic radiations in the visible range, the same set of devices exhibited 

photovoltaic properties in all five cases as displayed in Figure 2.3(b). A huge elevation in 

photocurrent, up to four orders of magnitude of increase, was observed in all our devices. It is 

essential to mention that the position of the spotlight is fixed at the midpoint between the two pads.  



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Dark (a), and photo (b) current with bias for different prototype asymmetric-area 

contact devices. Inset of (b) shows the zero bias photocurrent for the same devices. 

(a) 

(b) 



 

 

 

In both photocurrent and dark current asymmetry is observed with bias polarity. Such 

asymmetry, we believe, is due to the asymmetry in contact pad areas. In addition, we observed a 

photocurrent at zero bias, as shown in the inset of Figure 2.3(b). Our experimental results clearly 

show that the contact area asymmetry is effective at producing large photocurrent and dark current 

at zero bias.  

 

Figure 2.4. Current vs time graph display of the light switching with red laser of varying 

intensity at zero bias conditions. 

 

In an attempt to further explore the robustness of our devices, we have also investigated the 

instant photoresponse which is primarily determined by the rate of photo-generation of the charge 

carries and we studied the light intensity dependence on the transport properties in asymmetric 



 

 

 

contact pads.  This study was carried out by shining a red laser of wavelength 650 nm between the 

asymmetric contact pads at regular time intervals. The results displayed in Figure 2.4 confirms the 

switching behavior of our devices when the light source is turned ON/OFF and its dependence to 

variation in intensity, exhibiting larger photocurrent for high power lasers. The dark current is zero 

due to the zero applied bias while the observed photocurrent is in tens or hundreds of micro 

Amperes. The improved response in the optoelectronic transport properties of our devices can be 

explained by the asymmetry in area of contact pads which cause asymmetry in carrier collection. 

Area asymmetry is also a factor in I-V characteristics of a Schottky junction [58]. This stimulates 

photocurrent. For the results in Figure 2.4, the applied bias between the two metal pads is kept at 

zero volt. The laser intensity is varied from 10 mW to 100 mW. However, during each laser ON 

period, the intensity is kept constant. 

The laser spot position was fixed to a location between the asymmetric metal pads, which 

produced maximum photocurrent. As the light source was turned ON and OFF, a rapid switching 

behavior is observed. The dark current is zero due to the zero applied bias while the photocurrent, 

due to contact area asymmetry, is tens or hundreds of micro Amperes. Based on the behavior of 

our devices to high power laser exposure, we believe that a significant photocurrent can be 

observed with low power lasers and low intensity light sources.  

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Photocurrent as a function of position. Solid line for green laser and dashed line 

for red laser. 

 

We also explored the possibilities of introducing asymmetry in transport properties of our 

devices with symmetric contact pads. In such devices, the spot size and position of the light source 

played a major role in determining the changes in the magnitude of photocurrent. We were able to 

observe the variation in transport properties as the laser spot is swept from one metal pad to the 

other. Figure 2.5 present the photocurrent vs time graph of the devices upon exposure to green and 

red lasers. The position of the laser spot is moved from the left end toward the right at an 

approximately constant velocity. This is achieved by mounting the laser source on a micrometer 

moving and rotating the later at a constant speed.  As the figure displays, a gradual decrease in 

photocurrent was observed as the laser spot moves from left to right. This continued until the 



 

 

 

photocurrent attained a negative maximum. With any further change in the position of the laser 

spot towards the right contact pad, the photocurrent increased to zero approximately around the 

midpoint between the contact pads. Moving on further we observed a similar change in 

photocurrent, this time attaining a positive maximum closer to the right contact pad. Based on our 

studies on symmetric contact pad devices, we conclude that fixing the position of the light source 

at any on the peak positions will yield a significant increase in photocurrent at zero bias conditions, 

given that the spot size of the laser is much smaller than the gap between the metal pads. All these 

studies are carried out at ambient temperature and pressure conditions using red and green laser 

source of approximately 10mW power.  

A greater photoresponse with a well-defined peak is observed with red laser which also 

exhibited a better symmetry with respect to the midpoint of the contact pads. The larger current 

can be attributed to the band gap of the semiconductor silicon and the workfunction of the metal 

pads. Also responsivity of silicon increases with wavelength until it reaches a maximum at about 

950 nm and then falls of as we approach and go beyond the bandgap.  

2.5 DEVICE SIMULATION AND MODELING 

Experimental results from our prototype devices verify the theory we presented. Next to gain a 

better understanding of the device physics and phenomena responsible for asymmetry and large 

short circuit current under light, we model an asymmetric-area-contact device using state-of-the-

art TCAD simulations [59]. For simplicity, we consider a two dimensional (2D) device. Such a 

device maintains the underlying physics that we are interested in, i.e., contact size asymmetry, but 

reduces the computation cost to a manageable level. It can be assumed that the 2D structure is 

taken from a vertical cross-section along the horizontal dashed line in Figure 2.1(a). Figure 2.6 

depicts the device that we simulate.  



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Structure of the simulated 2D device where Pad 1 is larger than Pad 2. Silicon 

size is 25 μm  (horizontal) by 10 μm  (vertical). Pad 1 length is fixed at 2 μm  while Pad 2 length 

is varied. 

 

The silicon size is 25 μm  by 10 μm . Doping density is n-type 1015 cm-3 and minority carrier 

lifetime of 1 μSec  is assumed. Pad 1 length (Figure 2.6) is kept fixed at 2 μm  while the length of 

Pad 2 is varied to achieve a device with varying amount of asymmetry. The recombination 

processes that we consider are Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) and Auger recombination. In addition, 

surface recombination as well as barrier lowering effects have been taken into account as they are 

important for a Schottky junction and found to give better match with trends in experimental 

results.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Current vs voltage profile of two contact device. One contact size is fixed while 

the size of the other varies. (a) dark, (b) with light. 

(a) 

(b) 



 

 

 

Figure 2.7 presents the current versus voltage profile of the device in Figure 2.6 for bias range 

of -1 V to +1 V in both dark (a) and light (b). The length of Pad 2 is varied from 40 nm to 2 μm . 

The asymmetry is obvious; the larger the contact size asymmetry, the larger the asymmetry in 

current. At zero applied bias, the dark current is zero irrespective of the contact asymmetry, which 

is necessary. However, the zero bias photocurrent is zero only for the symmetric case, that is, when 

both contacts are 2 μm  long. For asymmetric contacts, large photocurrent, which follows the 

contact length asymmetry, is achieved. The current versus voltage profile has some interesting 

features: at lower voltage current increases sharply. But at higher voltage, it saturates. The 

saturation region has a slope due to barrier lowering in Schottky contact. As the length of the Pad 

2 increases, its saturation current also increases, as there are larger and larger contact area for 

surface recombination as well as current conduction. The simulation characteristics (Figure 2.7) 

match quite well with the experimental results (Figure 2.3).  

Some comments on the shape of saturation current versus bias follow. Simulation suggest that 

surface recombination alone can account for overall current asymmetry but once saturation is 

reached, the current remains flat if only surface recombination effect is taken into account. 

However, Schottky barrier lowering with bias is an important effect for metal-semiconductor 

junctions and we found that once barrier lowering is considered we recover the slowly increasing 

linear I-V in the saturation current as we saw in the experimental I-V. 

Next we consider device of the type shown in Figure 2.1(b). As already mentioned, physically 

the device is symmetric, but the light spot position can cause an asymmetry if it is smaller than the 

anode to cathode gap. Figure 2.8 plots the zero bias photocurrent for three different laser lights as 

the position of the light is varied from the leftmost edge to the rightmost of the device shown in 



 

 

 

the inset of Figure 2.8. The flat regions are due to the metal contact which does not absorb any 

light.  

 

Figure 2.8. Current vs light position profile of symmetric device. Light position is varied. 

 

Two different discrete wavelength lasers - green (532nm) and red (650nm) - have been used 

and the photocurrent is found to increase with wavelength for the two values used. As expected, 

the photocurrent is zero when the laser is at the midpoint between the two pads but its magnitude 

increases as the laser moves towards either of the pads because the amount of asymmetry increases. 

Since the contact pads are symmetric the current is mirror symmetric. Note that the current 

magnitude is largest when light is shone close to a contact, but not exactly at the edge. The reason 



 

 

 

is when light is at the pad edge, half of the width of the light beam will be reflected by the metal 

pad. 

2.6 CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the experimental verification of employing 

asymmetric-size contact pads in MSM devices to produce large photocurrent based on our studies 

in both dark and light conditions as zero bias. We did device simulation to first demonstrate 

validity of the theory as well as to get an idea about the device response. We then fabricated and 

characterized prototype devices. Our devices are simple, easy to fabricate, involves a single step 

metal deposition process and are cost effective.  We tested the performance of our devices under 

different bias conditions and verified that the enhancement in photocurrent in all devices studied 

is mainly due to the asymmetry in contact pad area. Our devices also exhibited excellent light 

switching behavior which are fast, stable and reliable. Extreme sensitivity and selectivity to light 

intensity make them suitable candidates for innovative photosensor devices. We also performed 

similar measurements on symmetric contact area devices to validate the observed photocurrent 

enhancement in asymmetric contact pads. In symmetric devices, we observed the significance of 

spot size and position of the light source in creating asymmetry in photocurrent at zero bias 

conditions. Our newly proposed simple design high performance device will greatly influence the 

industry of MSM photosensors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 3. MODELING OF DUAL-METAL CONTACT BASED 

SILICON MICRO AND NANO WIRE SOLAR 

CELLS 

We study solar cell properties of single silicon wires connected at their ends to two dissimilar 

metals of different work functions. Effects of wire dimensions, the work functions of the metals, 

and minority carrier lifetimes on short circuit current as well as open circuit voltage are studied. 

The most efficient photovoltaic behavior is found to occur when one metal makes a Schottky 

contact with the wire, and the other makes an Ohmic contact. As wire length increases, both short 

circuit current and open circuit voltage increase before they start to saturate. Depending on the 

contact work function difference and the wire dimensions, the saturation length increases by 

approximately an order of magnitude for a two order of magnitude increase in minority carrier 

lifetime. However current per surface area exposed to light is found to decrease rapidly with 

increase in length. The proposed use of a multi-contact interdigitated design for long wires is found 

to increase the photovoltaic response of the devices. It is also shown that use of a grounded gate 

can improve both short circuit current and open circuit voltage. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

One dimensional nanomaterials like nanowires and nanotubes hold great potential for many 

applications such as electronics [60], [61], sensors [62], [63], and photovoltaics [3], [11], [64]. 

Nano engineered materials like nanowires and nanotubes are considered important candidates for 

low cost and high efficiency solar cells. There have been many studies on solar cells based on 

single as well as multiple nanowires [1], [2], [65], [66]. Tsakalakos et al. [1] studied p-n junction 

based silicon nanowire solar cells on metal foils, and found large current density and low optical 



 

 

 

reflectance. Sivakov et al. [2] fabricated silicon nanowire solar cells by electroless wet chemical 

etching of micro crystalline silicon layer on glass and achieved a high power conversion efficiency 

of 4.4%. Tian et al. [65] studied single p-i-n coaxial silicon nanowires and measured open circuit 

voltage (Voc) of 0.26 V and short circuit current (Isc) of 0.503 nA. Experimental study on Schottky 

solar cells comprising multiple SiNWs bridging two different metals with different work functions 

was carried out by Kim et al. [66]. They obtained a low Voc of 0.167 V but high Isc of 91.1 nA. 

Kelzenberg et al. [67] studied single-nanowire solar cells with one rectifying junction created by 

electrical heating of the segment of the nanowire beneath it. For a nanowire of diameter 900 nm, 

they achieved a Voc of 0.19 V and a short circuit current density of -25.0 mAcm . Hybrid Schottky 

diode solar cells [68] with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) 

(PEDOT:PSS) film deposited on metal-assisted chemically etched SiNW arrays produced Voc of 

~0.48 V and Jsc of ~30 mA/cm2. These works on nanowire based solar cells primarily focus on 

experimental investigations to demonstrate their potential in realizing the next generation of solar 

cells. However, a detailed study on the influence of various parameters like nanowire dimensions 

and work function of the metal contacts in modifying the photovoltaic behavior of the nanowires 

is lacking. In this chapter, we present results of our simulation studies of Schottky junction based 

microwire and nanowire solar cells, and investigate the dependence of their photovoltaic properties 

on metal work functions, wire dimensions as well as minority carrier lifetimes.  

3.2 DEVICE STRUCTURE, PROBLEM STATEMENT, AND SIMULATION METHOD 

Figure 3.1 is a sketch of the device under study. There are two dissimilar metal pads, with 

dissimilar work functions, bridged by a rectangular cross-section wire. L, W and H represent the 

wire length, width and height, respectively. The array of the downward pointing arrows represents 



 

 

 

incident light beam. Only the top surface (of area L x W) of the wire is illuminated. The effect of 

the substrate is not considered in this work. Performance enhancing features such as an 

antireflection coating or back reflector have also not been included so as to keep the focus on the 

role of the silicon wire and metal contacts.  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of a single nanowire between two metal pads. Wire 

dimensions are indicated, and the downward pointing array of green arrows represents the 

incident light. 

 

We focus on understanding how device dimensions and minority carrier lifetimes affect the 

photovoltaic properties (short circuit current, open circuit voltage, I-V characteristics) of the solar 

cell. This chapter also investigates the effects of the metal work functions on the solar cell 

performance. It explores ways to improving the efficiency of the solar cells, including selection of 

metals, use of multiple contacts, and a grounded gate electrode.  

Modeling studies of the structure are carried out Silvaco Atlas software [59]. In this simulator 

the device structure (Figure 3.1) is meshed, and device equations (see below) are discretized and 

solved on device mesh points with appropriate boundary conditions. For device meshing, a wire 



 

 

 

(device) with given L, W, and H is taken. The wire is covered by a 1 nm thick silicon dioxide on 

all surfaces. Usually a constant doping of given type and amount is assumed at all the grid points. 

However, for simulations involving the p-i-n type structure, there are three different regions, each 

with a different but still uniform doping density. The nanowire is contacted with two or more 

electrodes. A metal of a specific work function forms an electrode. Wherever there is an electrode, 

the oxide at the surface of the wire is removed so that the metal is in direct contact with the silicon. 

The device (nanowire + oxide + electrodes) is meshed (discretized) using prism elements along all 

three directions for a three dimensional (3D) simulation. For a two dimensional (2D) simulation, 

a vertical cross section of the metal-wire-metal structure is discretized using triangular elements. 

Silvaco Atlas solves the following equations on the device mesh: 

Poisson’s equation 
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Carrier continuity equation 
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Drift-diffusion transport equation 
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Table 3.1. List of variables 

Symbol Name Symbol Name 
  Electric potential 

Sn  Surface electron density from charge neutrality 

  Charge density   

n  Electron density 
Sp  Surface hole density from charge neutrality 

p  Hole density 
n  Electron mobility 

nJ  Electron current density 
p  Hole mobility 

pJ  Hole current density 
n  Electron quasi-Fermi level 

nG  Electron generation rate 
p  Hole quasi-Fermi level 

pG  Hole generation rate 
n  Minority electron lifetime 

LG  Photo generation rate 
p  Minority hole lifetime 

nR  Electron recombination 

rate 
P  Ray intensity factor, includes effects of 

reflections, transmission and absorption 

pR  Hole recombination rate k  Imaginary part of index of refraction 

appliedV  Applied bias   Wavelength of light 

fW  Metal work function 
r  Relative permittivity 

 

Table 3.2. List of constants 

Constant Name Value 

0  Permittivity in vacuum -14 -28.854×10 F cm  

q  Magnitude of electron charge -191.6022×10 C  



 

 

 

in  Intrinsic carrier density 10 -31.45×10 cm  

n  Electron mobility 2 -1 -11000 cm V s  

p  Hole mobility 2 -1 -1500 cm V s  

Bk  Boltzmann’s constant -23 -11.38×10 JK  

T  Temperature 300 K  

n  Electron Auger recombination parameter  -31 6 12.8×10 cm s  

p  Hole Auger recombination parameter -32 6 19.9×10 cm s  

h  Planck’s constant -34 2 -16.626×10 m kg s   

c  Speed of light in vacuum 10 -13×10 cm s  

gE  Silicon bandgap energy 1.08 eV  

  Electron affinity 4.17 eV  

CN  Electron effective density of states 19 -32.8×10 cm  

VN  Hole effective density of states 19 -31.04×10 cm  

 

The symbols for variables and constants are defined in Table 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Relative 

permittivity for silicon is 11.8.  

There are two types of surfaces in the device: with contact and without contact. A contacted 

surface can be either Ohmic or Schottky. Ohmic contacts are implemented as simple Dirichlet 

boundary conditions with 
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while each Schottky contact is specified with an associated work function so that 
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In the non-contacted surfaces, homogeneous (reflecting) Neumann boundary conditions are 

imposed and the normal electric field components are assumed zero in such surfaces. 

For a specific light condition, ray-tracing method is used to find the photo generation rate using 

(3.6). Next Poisson’s equation and the current continuity equations (along with drift-diffusion 



 

 

 

equations) are solved self-consistently. At the beginning, an initial guess is found by the solution 

at equilibrium. In this case current continuity equations need not be solved, and only Eqs. (3.1) 

and (3.4) are solved to find potential and carrier densities inside the device. Once an initial guess 

has been obtained, the applied bias at the anode contact is increased in small increments (0.01V or 

0.1V). The cathode bias is fixed at zero Volts. For each anode bias condition, the density values at 

the previous bias are used as an initial guess, and Poisson’s equation is solved to calculate the 

device potential. The calculated potential is used in Eq. (3.4) to find the quasi-Fermi levels, which 

along the previous densities are substituted in Eq. (3.3) to find the current densities in terms of 

carrier densities. Finally, the current continuity equations are solved to find the updated carrier 

densities. The updated densities are substituted in Eq. (3.1) to find the updated potential. If the 

updated and previous potentials match within a tolerance, the simulation for current bias has 

converged and the applied bias is increased to the next value. If the tolerance has not been 

achieved, the process (calculation of densities and potential) is repeated. 

3.3 SIMULATION VERSUS ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 

We start with a case for which the simulation can be verified against a one dimensional (1D) 

analytical solution. For this, we assume that the contacts are Ohmic. For the simulation part, a 

microwire with L = 6.8 μm, W = 1.0 μm, H = 0.85 μm is 2D simulated. For the analytical 

solution, we consider the one dimensional (1D) minority carrier diffusion equation along wire 

length in the presence of an electric field [69]:  
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where nD is carrier diffusion coefficient, nμ is carrier mobility, E  is the electric field, 0n is 

equilibrium carrier density, n is photo-generated (excess) electron density, nτ is electron lifetime, 

and LG is photo-generation rate. Note that E  is constant along length for Ohmic contacts. 

Then excess minority carrier concentration, n , is found by solving Eq. (3.9), which is a 

linear second order differential equation having a solution of the form  
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. The constants A, B and C are found from the boundary 

conditions, ( 0) 0n x    at the left contact and ( ) 0n x L   at the right contact, and are given 

by 
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Here LG  along the 1D line for analytical calculation is extracted from two dimensional (2D) LG

generated by the Atlas simulator. Eq. (3.10) along with Eq. (3.11) represents the analytical 

expression of the excess minority carrier density. Analytical expression for current can be 

calculated by first finding the current densities as given below  
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where E is the electric field, 
( ) ( ) /n p n pD kT q is electron (hole) diffusion constant. Then total 

current, I , is found by multiplying the total current density by the cross sectional area, A , of the 

wire, or ( )n pI A J J  . 



 

 

 

Figure 3.2 presents the comparison between the results from simulation (line with symbols) 

and analytical calculation (solid line) for our microwire with a uniform p-type doping density of

15 -310 cm . Figure 3.2(a) compares excess electron (minority carrier) density for different applied 

biases between the contacts. The photo generated minority electron density is symmetric with 

respect to the contacts for zero bias, but the peak density shifts towards the positive (right) contact 

( at position = 6.8 μm ) as the bias is increased. Figure 3.2(b) plots the total current with one sun 

illumination as a function of the bias voltage in the range 0.0-0.5 V. The plots display an excellent 

match between analytical calculations (solid line) and simulation results (symbol). 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Comparison of (a) excess electron density and (b) photocurrent from analytical 

calculation (solid line) and simulation (symbol). 



 

 

 

The device operation can be understood as follows. At dark and equilibrium, hole density ( p

) throughout the device is equal to the doping density (
15 -310 cm ) while electron density is 2

in /p  or

5 -32 10 cm . The current is obviously zero as there is no drift (due to zero electric field) or diffusion 

(due to zero density gradient). When a bias is applied at dark, due to Ohmic contacts, a constant 

electric field is set up along the length of the device. Hence the carrier densities are still the same 

as in the equilibrium case so that the diffusion currents are zero. However, drift currents 

proportional to the electric field (and carrier densities) are produced under bias. Since electron 

density is negligible compared to the hole density, the total current equals the hole drift current. 

Under an illumination, the microwire and nanowire photovoltaic devices absorb photons of energy 

higher than the bandgap that excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. This 

process generates excess electron-hole pairs. Note however that the excess carrier density is zero 

at the contacts due to requirement of boundary condition. Since at short circuit (or zero applied 

bias) the device is symmetric with respect to the contacts, the excess carrier density is symmetric 

dome shaped in this case, as shown in the red curve of Figure 3.2(a). This also implies a zero photo 

current at zero bias (zero drift) as excess carrier diffusions are equal and opposite. The excess 

carrier density is low for one sun illumination, so overall hole density is still dominated by the 

doping density. For electrons though the excess density is orders of magnitude higher than the 

equilibrium density, so Figure 3.2(a) essentially plots the electron density under illumination. As 

the bias is increased, the applied electric field shifts the maximum excess carrier position towards 

the positive contact. In this case both drift and diffusion photo currents, and a nonzero total photo 

current, are produced. We find that the dark current for this device is too high because of the Ohmic 

contacts so that photocurrent to dark current ratio is close to unity. 



 

 

 

Thus for Ohmic contacts, an asymmetric carrier profile due the applied bias causes nonzero 

(drift and diffusion) current as shown in Figure 3.2(b). In addition to applied bias, asymmetry can 

also be introduced by dissimilar doping of the wire ends as well as by unequal work function metal 

contacts as discussed in section 3.5. For nanodevices, it is difficult to control the doping [24]–[27], 

while use of unequal-work-function metal contacts is relatively easier. Such an approach is also 

common in organic photovoltaics. Hence, in this chapter, we study the effect of asymmetry 

between the nanowire ends due to dissimilar-work-function metals on the photocurrent. 

3.4 PHOTOCURRENT VS. WIRE LENGTH 

In all results below, standard solar spectrum air mass 1.5 (AM1.5) has been used whenever light 

is present. The recombination processes that we consider are Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) and 

Auger recombination. Varying values of minority carrier lifetimes used in this work are assumed 

to include a range of bulk and surface recombination values. 

Minority carrier lifetime is an important parameter for solar cell devices. Intuitively, the 

longer the wire, the more the surface area to absorb light and the larger will be the number of 

excess carriers generated inside for a single device and hence the larger the current. However, only 

carriers that reach the contact contribute to any photocurrent. The rest of the electron-hole pairs 

recombine inside the device. A longer lifetime gives minority carriers more time to travel to the 

contact before recombination with a majority carrier. On the other hand, if the lifetime is too short, 

excess minority carriers recombine with majority carriers before reaching the contact and as such 

will not contribute to the photocurrent. Thus carrier lifetime sets a limit to the maximum wire 

length beyond which photo generated carriers are not collected efficiently and as a result the 

photocurrent saturates. Hence the wire lengths and minority carrier lifetimes are related. This is 

seen in the results shown in Figure 3.3, which plots zero bias photocurrent (short circuit current) 



 

 

 

of the wires of varying lengths for minority carrier lifetimes of 10μsec (solid curve), 1μsec  (dashed 

curve) and 0.1μsec  (dash-dotted curve). We consider doping density of 
15 -3~10  cm (p-type) for 

which minority carrier lifetime in crystalline bulk silicon is larger than 10μsec [70], [71]. However, 

due to large surface to volume ratio, nanowires can have high a surface recombination rate that 

can potentially reduce minority carrier lifetime [72], [73]. Life time that is an order of magnitude 

shorter than that of bulk silicon has been reported [73]. There have also been studies to improve 

the surface recombination and increase the lifetime [74], [75]. In view of these results, the lifetime 

values that we have selected are representative. Metal work functions of 5.5 eV (left contact) and 

4.0 eV (right contact) have been used in this simulation.  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Photocurrent vs wire length for three different minority carrier lifetimes. 

Figure 3.3 inset tabulates the relationship between the minority carrier lifetime and the device 

length at which the photocurrent approximately saturates. The saturation length is approximately 

proportional to the square root of the lifetime. This is reasonable given that the minority carrier 



 

 

 

diffusion length is defined as L= Dτ , where  D= kT/q μ is the diffusion constant, μ is the carrier 

mobility, and τ is the lifetime. At 300K, L 50μm for 2μ = 1000 cm /V-sec  and τ = 1 μsec . For 

this case saturation length is about 250μm . This relation holds for other lifetimes as well. Hence 

the saturation length is about five times the minority carrier diffusion length. This may be a good 

design parameter for nanowire based solar cell. 

3.5 EFFECT OF METAL WORK FUNCTION 

As stated earlier, the results in Figure 3.3 are for metal work function pair of 5.5 eV and 4.0 eV. 

This choice depends on the work function of usable metals and of course, the work function of the 

nanowire itself. The larger the difference between the two metal work functions, the larger the 

asymmetry, and the better the photovoltaic properties. However, in practice not all metal 

combinations may ideally be suitable. For example, both gold and platinum have high work 

functions, but they concomitantly also reduce the charge carrier lifetime [76], [77] and thus may 

not be suitable as contact metals. On the low work function side, calcium and magnesium are 

highly reactive [78] and difficult to deposit since they oxidize very fast. Therefore, from a practical 

point of view, it is appropriate to study how work function differences affects solar cell behavior. 

Work function of the silicon nanowire can depend on many parameters such as etching time [79], 

chemical used in surface passivation, nanowire diameter [80], and doping. Silicon nanowire work 

function has been found to vary from about 4.5 eV to 5.01 eV [79], [80]. Work function of silicon 

microwire is taken from the bulk silicon, which has an electron affinity of 4.17 eV. Therefore, 

depending on doping type and concentration, the work function can vary from 4.17 eV (bottom of 

conduction band) to 5.25 eV (top of valence band) assuming a bandgap of 1.08 eV. In our study, 

we mostly consider the wire work function of 5.01 eV. This corresponds to bulk silicon with a p-



 

 

 

type doping of 15 3~10 cm . As explained through Figure 3.4 below, the work function of one metal 

should be below and that of the other metal should be above that value (5.01 eV). Thus considering 

a wire work function of 5.01 eV and work function range of usable metals, metal work functions 

of 5.5 eV and 4.0 eV are reasonable choices. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Conduction (solid), valence (dash) bands and Fermi level (dash dot) for a 10μm long 

wire. Contact work function pairs are 4.50 eV, 4.50 eV (a), 5.25 eV, 4.75 eV (b), 5.50 eV, 4.50 eV 

(c), 4.50 eV, 4.00 eV (d). Wire doping density is 
15 -310 cm (p-type, work function is 5.01 eV). Inset 

of (a) at the top shows the device schematic, and labels the contacts and the wire. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the conduction band (solid line) and the valence band (dashed line) as well 

as the Fermi level (dash dotted line) for a 10μm  long wire. When there is no metal work function 

difference (Figure 3.4(a)), the two contacts are identical. If light is incident uniformly on such a 

device both the photo current and the photo voltage will be zero due to the symmetry of the bands. 

Figure 3.4(b) shows the case with work function of 5.25 eV for left contact (larger than silicon 

work function) and 4.75 eV right contact (less than silicon work function). Here electrons will 

prefer to flow towards the right contact while holes towards the left, resulting in a net photocurrent. 

If the barrier to the electron (hole) flow on the left (right) side is increased, photocurrent will also 

increase (Figure 3.4(c)). This is described in more detail in relation to Figure 3.8 below. If the 

work functions are chosen in such a way that bands at both ends bend in the same direction (Figure 

3.4(d)), relatively smaller photocurrent will be produced and the device will be inefficient. Section 

3.5 discusses guideline for choosing the metal work functions for improved short circuit current 

and open circuit voltage. It is also to be noticed that although the band bending in Figure 3.4 is due 

to proper metal work function selection, controlled doping may also produce similar effects. 

To see the effect of the work function difference on the photocurrent, we have plotted the 

short circuit photocurrent of the microwire device (width = 1μm and height = 35 nm) as a function 

of its length in Figure 3.5(a). There are three curves for three metal contact work function 

differences. For a work function difference of 0.0 eV (dash dotted line), the current is zero, as can 

be expected from Figure 3.4(a). For a moderate work function difference of 0.5 eV (dashed line), 

there is a considerable amount of photocurrent. This should be expected from the band diagram of 

Figure 3.4(b). For a large work function difference of 1.5 eV (solid line), the current is even larger 

(see Figure 3.4(c)), especially before saturation at very long lengths. So the photocurrent increases 

with the work function difference. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Effect of (a) work function and (b) contact doping on short circuit photocurrent versus 

device wire length. 



 

 

 

Next we compare the effect of dissimilar doping at the ends of a wire with the effect of work 

function difference of the contact pairs. Figure 3.5(b) plots the short circuit photocurrent of the 

same wire as in Figure 3.5(a) for three different doping concentrations ( 18 -310 cm (dash dotted line), 

19 -310 cm (dashed line), 20 -310 cm (solid line)). Comparison of Figure 3.5 (a) and (b) reveals that 

metals with work function difference of 1.5 eV  (work functions of 4.0 eV and 5.5 eV, solid line 

in Figure 3.5(a)) can give the same short circuit photocurrent as that produced by doping 

concentrations equal to or in excess of 19 -310 cm (Figure 3.5(b), which makes the use of dissimilar 

metals an attractive alternative since controlled doping in nanowires is difficult [24]–[27] .  

3.6 SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT AND OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE 

Short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage are among the most important performance 

parameters of a solar cell. Short-circuit current ( SCI ) is simply the photocurrent when the two 

electrodes are shorted to each other. Open-circuit voltage ( OCV ) is the voltage across the device 

when the electrodes are open. In Figure 3.6, we consider both SCI  and OCV  of wires of two different 

widths: 1 µm (a) and 100 nm (b). The lengths of the wires vary from 1 µm to 1000 µm. Each wire 

has a height of 35 nm. The metal work functions are 5.15 eV (Nickel) and 4.15 eV (Aluminum). 

Figure 3.6(a) plots the 2D simulation results for the 1 µm wide wire. Note that 2D simulation is 

done on a vertical cross-section of area L times H of the wire (Figure 3.1). Since the height of the 

wire is still thin (35 nm), we also did the more computationally costly 3D simulation for this device 

(results not shown here). We have found that although the 2D and 3D results match closely, 

compared to 3D, the 2D simulations does tend to slightly overestimate both the SCI  and OCV . Thus 

for the narrower wires, only 3D (Figure 3.6 (b)) simulations were done. SCI  for the 1 µm wide wire 



 

 

 

is about 10 times that of the 100 nm wide wire. Indeed, from 3D simulation of the wider wire, it is 

found that the current scales exactly linearly with the wire width. There have been several 

simulation studies [81]–[84] on optical absorption of single and multiple silicon nanowires as 

function of their diameter. Most works are on arrays of vertical wires [84] with core-shell geometry 

[81]. Simulations of core-shell single cylindrical wire predict [81] that there is an optimal wire 

radius for maximum current density. It was also pointed out that simulation of single nanowire 

may not capture all the physics present in an array of wires. Current per unit area was found to 

increase while current per unit volume was found to decrease with wire diameter in a study [84] 

of horizontal hexagonal wires. Simulation study [82] of arrays of cylindrical wires lying 

horizontally on a flat surface with wire to wire distance of 200 nm predicts enhanced absorption 

with increasing diameter, ranging from 50 to 160 nm. Our result is consistent with that study. For 

our single rectangular wire, lying horizontally on a flat surface, the surface area over which normal 

light is incident upon it is exactly proportional to its width. Thus the photocurrent generated by 

absorption of a uniform intensity light is proportional to the wire width. 

For both wide and narrow nanowires, the SCI  first increases and then saturates with length. 

This is because as length increases, the probability of recombination of excess charge carriers also 

increases as they move towards their respective contacts. OCV , as shown in the inset of Figure 3.6, 

has a trend similar to that of SCI . This length is 800 µm for both SCI and OCV for minority carrier 

lifetime of 10 µm.  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Photocurrent versus bias for different nanowire lengths: (a) 2D simulation of 1 

micrometer wide wire, (b) 3D simulation of 100 nm wide wire. Open circuit voltage versus 

device length (c). Both wires have a height of 35 nm. Minority carrier lifetime is 10μs.  

 

The behavior of Voc can be understood in terms of quasi-Fermi level splitting under 

illumination [22], [85]: 
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where n (p) is the electron (hole) density, NA is the p-type doping density, Δn (Δp) is the excess 

electron (hole) density due to illumination and in is the intrinsic carrier density. Similar expression 

(c) 



 

 

 

holds for n-type doping. If the device is very long such that in steady state the excess carrier 

densities approach the value LG τ , then Eq. (3.13) becomes, 
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Eq. (3.14) gives a limit on the available Voc. In an actual device, the closer the average excess 

densities are to LG τ , the closer its OCV will reach the value given by Eq. (3.14). Figure 3.7 plots 

available, as given by Eq. (3.14), as well as actual, as calculated from simulation, Voc as a function 

of the AM1.5 light intensity for different wire lengths and two different work function differences 

between the two contact and the wire.  

 

Figure 3.7. Available and actual open circuit voltages as a function of intensity. Wire doping 

density is 
15 -310  cm (p-type, work function is 5.01 eV). Lifetime is 10 μs . 



 

 

 

Long wire with large work function difference approach the ideal device as can be seen for the 

case of 1000 μm long wire with work function difference of 0.86 eV. For shorter wire ( 50 μm ), 

with the same work function difference, the voltage is lower. The reason is the shorter the wire the 

lower its excess carrier density is compared to LG τ . 

Since appropriate contact work function values are so important for the nanowire solar cells, 

we discuss below how one may select the work functions to achieve larger ISC and VOC. The wire 

that we consider is 100 μm long, 1 μm wide and 35 nm thick. The p-type doping density of the 

wire is 15 310  cm so that the Fermi level is fixed at 5.01 eV below the vacuum level (conduction 

band is at 4.17 eV and valence band is at 5.25 eV below). As discussed in Figure 3.4, in this case, 

work function of the Ohmic contact (WO) should be below and the work function of the Schottky 

contact (WS) should be above, the wire equilibrium Fermi level.  

 

 

Figure 3.8. ISC and VOC as a function of (a) WS, with WO fixed, (b) WO, with WS fixed. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3.8(a) plots ISC and VOC as a function of the WS with WO kept fixed at 5.5 eV while in 

Figure 3.8(b) the WS is fixed at 4.0 eV and WO changes. As WS moves above and away from the 

wire work function (Figure 3.8(a)), both ISC and VOC increase rapidly. But ISC saturates when WS 

is about 0.5 eV above the wire work function, while VOC keeps increasing at a slower rate. On the 

other hand, variation in WO (with a fixed WS) does not produce as high a change in both the open 

circuit voltage and short circuit current (Figure 3.8 (b)). We find that ISC saturates when WO is 0.4 

eV below the wire work function. Thus for efficient solar cell the work function of the Schottky 

contact is more important and should be as far away from the wire’s work function as possible. 

The work function of the Ohmic contact although less important, can still cause a noticeable 

change in the VOC, which should be kept in mind when selecting the metal. 

3.7 SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT DENSITY 

We have so far considered only the total currents of the individual devices (microwire and 

nanowire) without regard for their surface areas. Since the amount of device area exposed to light 

is very important for solar cells, we define a short circuit current density as 

SC
SC

I
J

LW
         (3.15) 

where SCI is the total short circuit current and SCJ is the short circuit current density. L and W are 

wire length and width, respectively. Note that this definition is different from short circuit current 

density used in conventional planar solar cells where the current flows perpendicular to the surface 

area. For the horizontally lying wires we considered in this study, the area in Eq. (3.15) is the area 

exposed to light (Figure 3.1), and the current flows parallel to this area. 

We plot the short circuit current density ( SCJ ) for both the microwire and the nanowire devices 

for three different representative minority carrier lifetimes in Figure 3.9. In this plot, surface areas 



 

 

 

of the two metal contacts at the ends of the wire have not been taken into account. For a particular 

minority carrier lifetime, SCJ for both microwire and nanowire are the same, and thus SCI  scales 

with wire surface area, as discussed in relation to Figure 3.6. SCJ decreases as wire length increases, 

and the shorter the lifetime the faster the decrease. The reason is again attributed to the increased 

inefficient collection of photo-generated carriers as the length increases.  

 

 

Figure 3.9. Short circuit current density versus wire lengths for three different minority 

carrier lifetimes. The wire has a height, H, of 35 nm. 

 

As seen in Figure 3.3, the ISC for a wire saturates at 5 times the diffusion length. However, 

when the surface area is taken into account, the carrier collection efficiency decreases rapidly with 

length. This implies that to obtain large current density per surface area, shorter wires are 

preferable. However, for greater current per nanowire, longer wires are preferable. 



 

 

 

3.8 COMPARISON WITH REPORTED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Kelzenberg et al. [12] measured both VOC and JSC for a single silicon nanowire of diameter 900 

nm and length 20 μm  and it is interesting to compare our predictions with their measurements. 

However, there is one important difference: the reported work uses aluminum for both contacts, 

where one contact is electrically heated to get Schottky effect. Although we consider specific work 

functions corresponding to two distinct metals, it is equally applicable for same metal with 

different work functions. We simulate a wire of the same dimension with a minority carrier lifetime 

of 15 nsec, as given in [12]. For aluminum, the work function is approximately 4.15 eV. However, 

the work function of heated aluminum-silicon interface is not well understood [12] and the exact 

value is not available. Here a value of 4.52 eV gives a good match with the experiment: we find 

VOC of 0.193V and JSC of 4.2 mA/cm2, which are comparable to published values of 0.19V and 5 

mA/cm2, respectively. 

3.9 IMPROVING SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT 

For long wires, saturation of short circuit current is a drawback. However, it is possible to make 

an improvement with simple device modifications. So far we have considered contacts only at the 

ends of the wire. Figure 3.10 depicts a sketch of a wire with additional metal contacts placed 

between the two ends. This contact arrangement essentially breaks a long wire into a few short 

nanowires electrically, with the cathodes connected together and the anodes connected together.  

This causes collection efficiency to increase since electrons and holes have to travel shorter 

distances.  

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Electrically breaking a long wire into a few short wires. 

 

Figure 3.11 plots both SCI (a) and OCV (b) versus the number of pads for nanowires of 6 

different lengths. Here a minority carrier lifetime of 10 μs has been considered. For lengths below

220 μm , more than two pads decrease the current (Figure 3.11(b)). But for lengths 220μm and 

above, maximum current is obtained when more than two pads are used. The results in Figure 

3.11(a) potentially imply that for wires with shorter lifetimes (more defects) employing multiple 

pads will improve collection efficiency even at shorter lengths. In addition, there is an 

improvement in fill factor (not shown) when number of pads equal or exceed the number required 

for maximum current. The OCV  vs number of pads plot in Figure 3.11(b) indicates that for wire 

length of 500μmor larger, open circuit voltage is greater for more than two pads. For number of 

pads maximizing the short circuit current (Figure 3.11(b)), OCV  is still larger than its value with 

two pads, if length is 500μmor larger.  

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Short circuit current (a), and open circuit voltage (b) as a function of number of 

pads for six different nanowire lengths. The wire widths and heights are fixed at 100nm and 

35nm, respectively. Minority carrier lifetime is10μs . 

 

Electrically connecting silicon wires in series or parallel can be done using current 

technologies. A long silicon wire that is electrically broken by an interdigitated electrode pattern, 

as discussed above, may be thought of as a series connection of many smaller wires. The 

fabrication of millimeter long silicon nanowires has been reported in [86]–[89]. Electrode pattering 

for the long wires follows well defined fabrication procedures. On the other hand, arrays of silicon 

nanowires between two electrodes can be viewed as a parallel connection of those nanowires. Such 

arrays (or mats) have demonstrated optical properties that make them attractive candidates for 

solar cells, such as enhanced optical absorption [6]. These are discussed in Chapter 4.  

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Grounded gate electrode improves both short circuit current and open circuit 

voltage. 

 

Another approach to improving both ISC and VOC is as follows. For each nanowire (or a portion 

of it between consecutive anode and cathode electrodes), instead of having just two contacts, a 

third contact, a gate, is added as shown in the cartoon in Figure 3.12, which also plots the 

photocurrent of both the two-terminal and three-terminal devices. Here the gate terminal is 

physically closer to the anode but tied to the cathode, i.e., grounded. Its mere presence though 

causes a well in the equilibrium band structure of the device and enhances both ISC and VOC. The 

price however is added fabrication steps to make the gate contact.  



 

 

 

3.10 CONCLUSION 

Nano and microwire photovoltaic devices have been investigated. The use of two dissimilar-metal 

contacts, with dissimilar work functions, for these devices is seen to be an excellent alternative to 

dissimilar doping at the two ends of the wire. This implies that issues related to fabrication 

reliability of such devices can be significantly reduced because controlled doping in nanowires is 

difficult and expensive. The behavior of nanowire photovoltaic devices is found to be dependent 

on the wire length for short wires. However, as wire length increases, both the short circuit current 

and open circuit voltage saturate. This saturation length is found to be approximately five times 

the minority charge carrier diffusion length, and suggests an upper bound on the achievable 

photocurrent. This bound can be overcome through modifications of the basic structure. Use of 

interdigitated patterns of dissimilar metals for a very long wire is seen to significantly increase the 

short circuit current, while keeping the open circuit voltage nearly constant. This is attributed to 

increased collection of charge carriers before they recombine. Finally, it is shown that adding a 

grounded gate terminal can improve short circuit current as well as open circuit voltage at the cost 

of added fabrication complexity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 4. ZERO-BIAS PHOTOCURRENTS IN HIGHLY 

DISORDERED NANOWIRE NETWORKS 

Semiconducting nanowire (NW) devices have garnered attention in self-powered electronic and 

optoelectronic applications. This chapter explores and exhibits, for the first time for visible light, 

a clear evidence of the zero-biased optoelectronic switching in randomly dispersed Ge and Si NW 

networks. The test bench, on which the NWs were dispersed for optoelectronic characterization, 

was fabricated using standard CMOS fabrication process, and utilized metal contacts with 

dissimilar work functions - Al and Ni. The randomly dispersed NWs respond to light by exhibiting 

substantial photocurrents and, most remarkably, demonstrate zero-bias photo-switching. The 

magnitude of the photocurrent is dependent on the NW material, as well as the channel length. The 

photocurrent in randomly dispersed GeNWs was found to be higher by orders of magnitude 

compared to SiNWs. In both of these material systems, when the length of the NWs was 

comparable to the channel length, the currents in sparse NW networks were found to be higher 

than that in dense NW networks. The measurement results are explained by metal work function 

measurement and considering various possible arrangements of NWs in the devices. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Semiconducting nanowires, which offer long absorption paths along their length yet shorter 

distances for carrier collection/transport[67], [90], have been widely studied for prototype 

applications, such as solar cells[91], photo-detectors[92] and nanolasers[93]. Often, these studies 

encompass single NWs and involve complex and costly nano-fabrication and ultra-sensitive 

measurements to achieve unique applications such as single-photon optics[94], self-powered photo 

detection[92], etc.  However, given the fabrication challenges with single NWs, the potential of 



 

 

 

NW-based devices comprised of  NW mats, networks or randomly dispersed NWs (RDNWs)[95] 

needs to be understood and exploited. The NW networks, mats and RDNWs are relatively cheaper 

and simple to fabricate and also have important scientific and technological advantages over single 

NWs, such as effective light trapping and refractive-index matching[95], [96]. Chemical sensors 

fabricated from NW mats are more sensitive than that of single NW devices[16]. Other advantages 

of networks and mats are that they are relatively strong and flexible, self-supported, and thin 

(approximately 50 µm) with ~90% void space, which can  absorb most of the light from the 

ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared (IR) wavelength ranges[97]. 

An important aspect of nanoscale materials, such as NWs, is their behavior at interfaces, 

which often overrides the active nano-material physics and can potentially alter the overall 

performance of the electronic and optoelectronic devices[98]. In optoelectronic applications, the 

interfaces are generally the electronic contacts to the NWs, which collect photo-generated 

electrons and holes upon illumination of semiconductor NWs. The interfaces and their influences 

on the overall device performance have been studied in electronic devices, even at the nanometer 

scale[99], [100], and observations have shown that nano-contact resistance can dominate the 

overall electrical properties. 

Apart from collection of charge carriers, the idea that work-function asymmetry in contacts 

can induce an electric field in the active channel—which in turn directs carriers—has attracted the 

attention of the optoelectronic research community. Note that such an asymmetry in bulk 

semiconductors is achieved by chemical doping, which becomes extremely difficult to control at 

the nanoscales. A recent  modeling study of dual-metal Schottky contacts for nano and micro-wire 

solar cells[101] reported that dissimilar metal contacts can be an excellent alternative to dissimilar 

doping, which in turn enhances the fabrication reliability, particularly where nanoscale materials 



 

 

 

are involved. The experimental investigations of asymmetric contacts for photo-switching 

behavior have been carried out in single NW devices[102]–[104]. However, for nanowire 

networks, observation of photo-switching has only been limited to ZnO NWs that too only for UV 

excitations[105]. This effect is largely due to the inherent losses originating from misalignments 

and inter-NW transport, which is not clearly understood. 

Over the last two decades, NW synthesis has advanced considerably. Vapor-liquid-solid 

(VLS) growth is predominantly used for synthesis of one-dimensional structures of all kinds of 

materials[32], [106]–[109]. Another method is the so-called supercritical fluid-liquid-solid (SFLS) 

approach[110], [111]. The VLS method is slow and expensive, whereas SFLS has better control 

over NW size (i.e.,  diameter heterogeneity) and allows for the synthesis of large (industrially 

relevant) quantity of NWs[110]. NWs synthesized in the SFLS approach are single-

crystalline[110], [111] and can be free of metal particles[112]. It is also possible to synthesize 

NWs of compound materials[111], and surface modifications[113], [114] can be done 

simultaneously with synthesis. However, NWs synthesized by the SFLS route have not been 

extensively explored for device applications as have NWs synthesized through VLS. 

In this chapter, we report the detailed experimental characterization of the optoelectronic 

switching response of highly disordered networks of SFLS-synthesized Ge and Si NWs between 

asymmetric work-function contacts under red light excitation. The effect of density of the networks 

and distance between contacts on the performance is also investigated. The rest of the report is 

organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents details of NW synthesis and RDNW-based device 

fabrications, section 4.3 demonstrates and discusses the results of photo-response in Ge and Si 

RDNWs, followed by the section 4.4 that summarizes and concludes this chapter.  



 

 

 

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

4.2.1 Synthesis of GeNWs and SiNWs 

Ge and Si NWs were synthesized via metal nanocrystal-seeded SFLS method using 

diphenylgermane (DPG) and monophenylsilane (MPS), respectively, as the precursors. To 

synthesize Au-seeded GeNWs (diameter=45±15nm and few to several tens of microns long), the 

reactant solution was prepared using 16 mg/L of Au nanocrystals and 34 mM DPG (Gelest, > 95%) 

in anhydrous toluene. The synthesis reaction was carried out at 380°C, 6.2 MPa and at a flow rate 

of 0.5 mL/min for 40 min.  Subsequently, the reactor was allowed to cool isochorically to 80°C 

for surface passivation via thiogermylation[115].  Inside a glovebox, a solution was prepared 

containing 8 mL of anhydrous toluene and 4 mL of 1-dodecanethiol (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥98%) as a 

passivating agent. The passivation solution was injected into the reactor at a flow rate of 2 mL/min, 

until the pressure returned to 6.2 MPa (the exit valve of the reactor remained closed during 

injection).  The reactor was then sealed and kept at 80°C for 2 h.  The NW products were removed 

and were washed three times by dispersion in a solution of toluene, hexanes, and chloroform 

(2:1:1) and precipitated via centrifugation between each washing step. 

The Sn-seeded SiNWs were synthesized with MPS according to a procedure described by 

Bogart et al.[116]. In a typical synthesis, a reactant solution containing 30 mL of anhydrous 

toluene, 500 μL of MPS and 96 μL of bis(bis(trimethylsilyl)amino)tin (Sn(HMDS)2, Sigma-

Aldrich, 99.8%) was prepared inside an argon-filled glovebox and placed inside a stainless steel 

injection cylinder.  This solution was fed to a titanium reactor filled with anhydrous toluene at 

490°C and 10.3 MPa, at a rate of 0.5 mL/min for 40 min. Afterwards, the reactor was cooled, the 

contents extracted, and the product washed as in the case of the GeNWs. Physical characterizations 



 

 

 

of NWs synthesized in the above processes have been reported in detail elsewhere [113], [115], 

[116]. 

4.2.2 Fabrication of dual-metal test benches on oxide 

 

Figure 4.1. (a) Fabrication steps for metal patterns on an insulating substrate, (b) I-V 

measurement setup. 

 

Figure 4.1(a) describes the fabrication steps of the metals-on-oxide test bench. Fabrication 

started with <100> Boron doped silicon wafer (resistivity of 1 to 5x10-3 Ohm-cm) of 100 mm in 

diameter and 500 µm in thickness. The silicon wafer was wet oxidized to form a 1 μm  SiO2 layer 

on the top surface. The oxidized wafer was then cleaned with a nitrogen gas blower and primed 

with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) in a hot oven to enhance photoresist adhesion. Next AZ1512 

photo-resist was spin coated at 3000 rpm for 45 seconds, which yielded a resist thickness of 

approximately1.2 m . Immediately after coating, the wafers were baked at 100°C for 60 seconds 

on a hot plate. The resist-coated and baked wafers were exposed to UV light dose of 70 mJ/cm2 

with an AB-M aligner. The exposed resist was developed in MF319 developer for 30 seconds 



 

 

 

followed by removal of developed resist residue by discommending the wafer in a barrel Asher 

for 2 minutes with a power of 50 W and oxygen pressure of 1 Torr. Then the desired amount of 

adhesion and metals were deposited by using an electron-beam evaporator. Finally, the wafers 

were soaked in acetone to remove the unwanted metal along with the resist to obtain the desired 

metal patterns on the oxidized surface. The same steps were repeated for each metal patterned 

wafer used in this study. The first metal was Al (250 nm) with 15 nm Ti as an adhesion layer while 

the second metal was Ni (250 nm) with 15 nm Cr as an adhesion layer. Note that fabrication based 

on photo-lithography is good enough to pattern the electrode gaps (10 100m m  ) used in this 

study; one may use e-beam lithography for even shorter gaps and better metal edge precision. 

4.2.3 Preparation of nanowire suspension, and dispersion 

For GeNW as well as SiNW, two types of suspensions, differing in NW density, were prepared by 

adding known weights of NWs, i.e., 15 mg and 5 mg, into a measured amount of toluene, 15 mL. 

Each of the mixtures was then sonicated for 5 minutes to obtain a uniform suspension of the NWs 

in toluene. Note that sonication also shortens the NWs, and therefore, for each sonication, a virgin 

suspension was used. Then, 2 µL of NW-in-toluene suspension was dispersed over the gap 

between Al and Ni contacts patterned on an oxidized Si surface, whose fabrication is described 

above. After the dispersion, the NWs settled out of solution via sedimentation and bridges the 

metal gap. The samples were kept as is for 24 hours to allow the toluene to evaporate completely. 

Although one can clearly see the NW density difference between the two cases in the SEM images 

in section 4.3, the actual number of NWs between the metal pads in a device does not necessarily 

follow the precise ratio of NW amount to toluene.  

Note that the proposed device fabrication process is relatively simple, and the test bench can 

also be reused after a quick wash-off of the NWs. Table 4.1 lists the samples that were studied.  



 

 

 

 Table 4.1. Ge and Si NW samples studied in this chapter. The terms Dense and Sparse used in the 

text refer to the concentrations in this table, unless explicitely stated otherwise. 

Sample Name NW Amount (mg):Toluene (mL) 

GeNW 1:1 (Dense), 1:3 (Sparse) 

SiNW 1:1 (Dense), 1:3 (Sparse) 

 

 

4.2.4 Measurement setup 

The NW bridged metal-on-oxide devices were characterized both in dark and light conditions. Red 

laser diode was used as light source, with wavelength of 650 nm, power of 200mW, and spot size 

(diameter) of approximately 4 mm. Keithley source measure unit (SMU) 2612B was used to apply 

voltage across the gap between Al and Ni contacts, as well as to drive the laser diode. The same 

SMU was used to measure the currents. The setup shown in Figure 4.1(b) sat on an optical bench. 

Throughout the study, Al  and Ni are employed as negative and positive electrodes, respectively. 

The Al-to-Ni distances (or device lengths) of 100 µm and 10 µm were considered. Because the 

laser spot size (~4 mm) was much larger than the device dimensions (100 µm and 10 µm), a 

uniform illumination over the entire RDNW device was attained. All the measurements were 

carried out in the ambient air at room temperature. 

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.3.1 Photo response in RD-GeNWs 

Figure 4.2 displays the mesurement results for dense RD-GeNWs with 100-µm electrode gap. The 

scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of the device is in Figure 4.2(a). GeNWs tended to 

clump together upon dispersion. Figure 4.2(b) shows that the current-voltage (I-V) charecteristics 



 

 

 

are almost symmetric[117], and the photocurrents and dark currents increase non-linearly with 

bias. Such non-linearity is probably due to the work-function difference between the NW and metal 

contacts[118]. At a bias of 5 V, the photocurrent is approximately 85 nA compared to the dark 

current of approximately 40 nA. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. (a) SEM image of dense RD-GeNWs with Al and Ni contacts (100 µm), (b) I-V 

characteristics in the dark (solid) and light (dashed), and (c) light switching at zero (blue solid, 

left y-axis) and 5 V (green dashed, right y-axis) bias in a dense RD-GeNWs device. 

 

More interestingly, Figure 4.2(c) shows the optoelectronic switching response of the RDNWs 

at zero bias and at a bias of 5 V. At zero bias, a significant photocurrent, ~40 pA, is observed. The 



 

 

 

zero-bias photocurrents in these highly disordered NWs indicate the effectiveness of using metal 

electrodes with different work functions. Notably, a mere random dispersion of NWs on dissimilar 

metal pads can extract such a high and distinct photocurrents at room temperature under visible-

light illumination, even when no external bias is applied[118]. 

The results from a sparse network of RD-GeNWs are shown in Figure 4.3. An SEM image of 

a sparse GeNW device with a gap of 100 µm between the Al and Ni pads is shown in Figure 4.3(a). 

The sparse GeNWs led to a decrease in the currents (Figure 4.3(b)) by ~2 orders of magnitude 

when compared to that of a denser GeNWs. The zero-bias photocurrents also decreased to 

approximately 1.5 pA. The reduction in current is apparently due to the relatively small number of 

active channels available for light absorption and for carrier transport. However, the switching 

response is still distinct and stable. 

The NWs used in this study are typically several micrometers to tens of micrometers long, as 

noted in the synthesis section. Therefore, for a 100 µm electrode gap, no single NW can contact 

both electrodes directly (also evident from SEM images in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.3(a)). If, however, 

the gap is shorter than the NW length, it is likely that many individual NWs can directly contact 

both the electrodes, which can further improve the photoresponse. To test this proposition, the 

same NWs were deposited on a device with a 10-µm electrode gap setup (Figure 4.4(a) and (b)), 

and the optoelectronic response was measured. Figure 4.4(c) and (d) show the currents in both 

dense and sparse, 10-µm gap, RD-GeNW devices. Figure 4.4(c) shows the dark and photocurrents 

versus bias, while 4.4(d) plots the zero-bias photo-switching results. For the dense devices, the 

both photocurrent and the dark currents at 5 V (Figure 4.4(c)) increased by a factor of ~5 when 

compared to those of the 100-µm gap device (i.e, Figure 4.2(b)).  



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. (a) SEM image of sparse Ge-RDNWs with Al and Ni contacts (100 µm), (b) I-V 

characteristics in the dark (dashed) and light (solid), (c) Light switching in sparse Ge-RDNWs device at 5 

V (green dashed, right y-axis) and zero bias (blue solid, left y-axis). 

 

However, the zero-bias photocurrent doubled. This finding confirms that devices with 

electrode gaps comparable to the length of the NWs more effectively produce a photocurrent than 

devices with a longer electrode gap.  Similar channel-length dependence has been observed in 

carbon nanotube networks[119].  Although, due to the reduced area of the absorbing region, there 

are fewer photogenerated carriers available for the shorter device —  the greater degree of direct, 

end-to-end contact between the NWs and both electrodes, as well as the stronger electric field that 



 

 

 

collects carriers more efficiently, more than compensated for this deficit in photogenerated charge 

carriers. Hence, greater absorption in long NWs might not always produce the expected higher 

photocurrent because carriers can only be collected from a distance on the order of the diffusion 

length[101]. Therefore, it can be inferred that, for the devices based on RD-NWs with asymmetric 

metal contacts, electrode-to-electrode distances smaller than the average NW length are more 

effective for photogenerated charge-carrier separation. 

 

Figure 4.4. SEM images of dense (a) and sparse (b) RD-GeNW devices with 10 µm metal gap, (c) I-

V characteristics in dark and light, and (d) light switching at zero bias. 

 



 

 

 

Moreover, an unexpected observation can be made when comparing the responses of the 

dense and sparse NW networks in Figure 4.4. It is often anticipated that the dense NW network 

has more channels to carry current and can also trap photon more efficiently[95]. However, under 

a bias, the decrease in the number of dispersed NWs led to a significant increase in the current. 

The zero-bias photocurrent is also higher in the sparsely coated device (Figure 4.4(d), solid blue 

line).  

To confirm that this particular result is generic, and not specific to GeNWs, SiNW network devices 

were characterized. 

4.3.2 Photo response in RD-SiNWs 

Figure 4.5 shows the results for SiNW devices with a 10 µm electrode gap. The SEM images of 

the dense and sparse SiNW network devices are shown in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b), respectively, 

while the dark and photo currents are plotted in Figure 4.5 (c) and (d). As in GeNW, the dense I-

V characteristics are more symmetric than those of the sparse device. The SiNW networks also 

exhibit good photo-switching (Figure 4.5(e) and (f)). Here again, sparse NW devices also 

consistently produced more current than the dense devices; the photocurrent (at 5V bias) from the 

sparse NW network (~1.5nA) is almost an order greater than that of the dense (~200 pA) network. 

However, the current in the SiNW devciess is still lower than that in the similar GeNW devices 

(Figure 4.4(c)) because Ge has a greater conductivity as well as better optical absoprtion. The 

native Ge oxide is also less stable[120] than the  native Si oxide and might allow for better NW-

to-NW conductivity in GeNWs. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. SEM images of dense (a) and sparse (b) RD-SiNWs devices. I-V characteristics in the dark 

and light for both (c) dense and (d) sparse SiNW devices with a metal gap of 10 µm. The 5 V and zero-bias 

photo switching responses for the dense (e) and sparse (f) devices are also shown. 



 

 

 

4.3.3 Measurement of metal work function 

Since metal work function difference plays a significant role in zero bias photocurrent, as 

modeled in detail in Chapter 3 and also supported by photo response results in this Chapter, it was 

important to get an estimate of what work function difference we could achieve with our choice of 

metals, namely Nickel and Aluminum. To that end, we did Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 

(KPFM) which can measure workfunction of a surface with respect to the work function of an 

AFM tip [121]. For two metal surfaces, thus, we can get their workfunction difference. Figure 4.6 

plots the KPFM surface scan result of a device. The device has Nickel and Aluminum deposited 

on an oxide surface, with metal to metal distance of 2 µm. No nanowire dispersion has been done 

on top of the metals, and a short (~5 second) buffered oxide etch (BOE) was done just before the 

KPFM measurement to have as clean a metal surface as possible. The KPFM surface scan in Figure 

4.6(a) shows the AFM profile with the surface potential plotted as a color variation. The leftmost 

dark region is Ni, the middle reddish region is the gap (oxide) and the light orage on the right is 

the Al. Figure 6(b) plots the scan data along the horizontal line in Figure 6(b). We see that the 

potential difference between Al (right) and Ni (left) is ~0.7 eV. The nominal work function 

difference between Ni and Al is ~ 1 eV, so the measured value is quite acceptable, although not 

very accurate. The reason for discrepancy may be due to quality of deposited metals as well as 

presence of some native oxide, especially on Al. The KPFM measurement suggests that the two 

metals, when bridged by a semiconducting material such as a GeNW or SiNW, can cause 

asymmetric band bending in the semiconductor. Such device will produce a photo current when 

light is incident upon it. We used the amplitude modulation (AM) type KPFM which suffers from 

low spatial accuracy due to a surface averaging effect [121], so KPFM of a metal-NW-metal device 

was not successful in getting nanowire band structure information. 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. (a) KPFM scan of a two metal (Nickel and Aluminum) device without nanowire 

(b) shows the surface work function along the horizontal line in (a).  

 



 

 

 

4.3.4 Discussions 

To present some plausible explanations for the measured electrical characteristics, we take a 

bottom-up approach and consider the energy band diagrams for two different but simple current 

channels, shown in Figure 4.7. In the first case, shown in Figure 4.7(a), there is only a single NW 

between the two dissimilar work-function metals. The work function difference might induce band 

banding[101], but the exact degree of band bending will depend on the NW, the two metals and 

the two NW-metal contacts. Such bending can separate the photo-generated electrons and holes 

and generate a photocurrent. The amount of the current will also depend on the characteristics of 

the NW, the metal and the NW-metal contacts. 

  

Figure 4.7. Energy band diagrams of current path for a single NW (a), and multiple NWs (b). 

 

Figure 4.7(b) depicts the second case, in which a single current channel has two NWs instead 

of one. In addition to factors in the first case, i.e., the NW, the metals and the NW-metal contacts, 

the NW-NW interface will have some effect on channel conductivity.  The barriers at the middle 

of the energy bands represent non-ideal NW-NW interface due to presence of a nonconductive 



 

 

 

shell or native oxide at the NW surface or a surface depletion layer. Such a barrier can make the 

NW-NW interface the dominating factor and significantly reduce the channel conductivity. 

Obviously as the number of NWs involved in a single current channel increases, the number of 

NW-NW interfaces also increases and the current decrease might become more severe. 

Depending on length and network density, dispersed NWs can be found in various possible 

orientations, and their conduction can be dominated by single or multiple NW channels. 

(i) If the NWs are sufficiently long and sparse, they can contact bothelectrodes directly, 

as shown in Figure 4.8(a). Therefore, the sparse newtork will effectively consist of 

many single-NW channels, such as the one in Figure 4.7(a) and lead to enhanced carrier 

conduction and greater current. 

(ii) The shorter NWs (i.e., shorter than the metal-to-metal gap) cannot individually contact 

both electrodes, and they can only interlink to bridge the electrode gap and form a 

device (cf. electrical percolation), as seen in Figure 4.8(b). In this case, the current 

channels are similar to the one in Figure 4.7(b). The carrier transport will be limited by 

the large NW-to-NW juction resistance due to the presence of a non-conducting shell 

or native oxide at the NW surface[116], [122]. Thus, the higher the density of NWs, 

the better the interlink[119], [123], and the larger the current. 

(iii) Irrespective of the length size, if the density of the NW network is higher than what is 

required for a one-NW-layer thick surface coverage, many NWs at the top might not 

contact either electrode. Rather, they will be in contact with the underlying NWs, which 

might be in direct contact with at least one of the electrodes (Al or Ni), as seen in Figure 

4.8(c). Additionally most of the bottom NWs are likely in contact with only electrode 

at one end, while the other end of the NW is surrounded by other NWs, instead of 



 

 

 

contacting the other electrode. This scenario will again lead to current paths similar to 

the one in Figure 4.7(b). But, unlike case (ii), the current channels will involve more 

and more NWs as the network density increases, and the current will decrease due to 

increasingly inefficient NW-NW transport. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. RDNW device schematics. (a) long sparse NW network (inset shows band structure of a 

Ni-NW-Al channel), (b) short, sparse NW network (inset shows band structure of a Ni-NW1-Oxide-NW2-

Al channel), (c) long, dense NW network, inset shows zoom in on one end of some of the top NWs.  

Therefore, in the dark, the sparse (and sufficientlylong) NWs produce more current due to 

better contact with the metal electrodes. When illuminated, the sparse NWs absorb photons directly 

and transport carriers effectively, thereby exhibiting higher photocurrents. However, in the denser 

NWs, the network is thick and most of the incident light is absorbed by the top NWs[124]. The 



 

 

 

photogenerated carriers inside these NWs need to be transported through other NWs to the 

electrode, and therefore, the NW-NW junction resistance limits the current flow, leading to smaller 

current values in dense NW devices. This phenomenon is a result of inefficient nanoscale transport. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, Ge- and SiNW-based low-cost randomly dispersed networks were fabricated and 

their potential for self-powered photo-switching has been demonstrated. These devices can 

efficiently trap and absorb the incident light and collect the photo generated excitons, as evidenced 

by photocurrent measurements. Larger currents can be extracted from GeNWs than from SiNWs. 

GeNW devices exhibit better photo-switching because of greater conductivity and inter-NW 

transport. KPFM measurement suggests that contact work function difference of 0.7 eV is 

achievable with Ni and Al. The ‘anomalous’ increase in current as the density of the randomly 

dispersed NW networks decreases, when the electrode gap is comparable to the NW lengths, is a 

general phenomenon of the devices tested and has been clearly explained. The consistency of the 

results indicates that this anomaly is applicable to nanoscale devices with electrodes of either 

similar or dissimilar work function and that there is an optimum number of dispersed NWs for 

obtaining the best optoelectronic response 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 5. STUDY OF NARROW AND BENT SILICON 

NANOWIRES 

Bent narrow silicon nanowires are studied using molecular dynamics and quantum mechanical 

simulations. Details of nanowire bending process, electronic Hamiltonian generation, and 

electronic transport calculation are covered. Local strain or strain in the atomic scale in nanowires 

are analyzed, and electronic transport as well as the energy gap in the transport as a function of 

bending strain and nanowire diameter is calculated. In addition, the simulation process is repeated 

for the same nanowires but with uniaxial strain instead of bending. Comparison shows that for the 

same nanowire and for the same amount of average strain, the decrease in energy gap in electronic 

transmission is larger in the case of bending. This shows that, for the same range of strain variation, 

a bent nanowire will absorb a wider spectrum of light than a uniaxially strained nanowire. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Silicon nanowires have huge potential in micro- and nano-technology. They can be fabricated in 

both top-down and bottom-up approaches, and have been employed in electronic devices (e.g. 

nanotransistors [60], [61], [125], solar cells [1], [3], [11]), optoelectronic devices [126], sensors 

[62], [63], [127], [128], as well as thermoelectric energy conversions [129], [130]. They have also 

been fabricated in a range of diameters; from a few nanometers to a few hundred nanometers. The 

sub-10nm diameter nanowires are particularly interesting, as unlike the bulk silicon and the wider 

wires, they have been predicted to have a direct bandgap [28]–[30]. They are, thus, appropriate for 

optoelectronic studies. More interestingly, the bandgap of the narrow silicon nanowires can be 

changed through application of mechanical strain [30], [131]. It has also been shown that by 

applying strain the direct bandgap of a narrow silicon nanowire can be turned into indirect, and 



 

 

 

vice versa [28], [30]. As we know, direct bandgap semiconductor absorbs / emits light more 

efficiently than indirect bandgap semiconductor. This means mechanical strain is important in 

modulating both electronic and optoelectronic properties of narrow silicon nanowires. 

Strain has traditionally been applied to planar MOSFETs to enhance their mobility [43]. The usual 

approach to straining such devices is through lattice mismatch and stress-memorization [132]–

[134] techniques. For nanowires though, mechanical bending of the substrate containing the 

nanowires [44], [45] or deposition of extra layer of straining materials [135], such oxide and 

nitride, on a portion of the wire surface are common. 

Simulation of different device phenomena is an integral part of research and development. It 

is more important for nanodevices as most of the traditional theory is inadequate, and the 

experimental studies are costly. Simulation and modeling help understand experiments, and can 

also help devise new tests. Electronic simulations of nanodevices under strain has been done 

mostly in the density functional theory (DFT) formalism [131], [136], which is the best approach 

available. But DFT suffers from high computational demand. Because of this, almost all the atomic 

level electronic property studies have been done only for uniaxial strain. To the best of our 

knowledge, there has been no simulation works of bent silicon nanowires to study the effect of 

bending strain on electronic properties. The reason might be that, due to the bent nature of the 

nanowire, there is no crystal symmetry present. Without such a symmetry, the predominantly used 

periodic boundary condition is not applicable along the length of the nanowire. So, as a 

considerably long length of the bent nanowire needs to be studied, the computational demand is 

huge. 

For such large structures, classical molecular mechanics or dynamics (MD) study may be the 

required compromise. It is atomistic so that atomic interactions will be accurately captured. But it 



 

 

 

is also classical so that quantum effects will not be properly taken into account. More importantly, 

its computational demand is less than that of DFT. Classical MD is extensively used in the study 

of mechanical [137], [138] and thermal [139], [140] properties of many micro [141] and 

nanodevices [142], [143], including silicon nanowires [140], [144]. Guenole et al. [145] used MD 

to study the effect of temperature and surface states on plasticity in silicon nanowires, while Yang 

et al. [146] studied the effects of the shape on the yield stresses of silicon nanowires. Cai et al. 

[147] simulated nanowire size, and temperature effects, on its fracture mechanisms. Thermal 

properties of silicon nanowires are crucial to the integration of nanowires in MEMS and NEMS 

systems [148]–[150]. Silicon nanowire thermal conductivity was studied by non-equilibrium 

molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations in [151], while Aluru et al. [152] studied the size and 

surface orientation effects on the thermal expansion coefficients. MD has been also used in the 

study of properties of silicon nanoparticles [153], [154]. In reference [155], Andriotis et al. studied 

electrical conductivity of tetrahedral and clathrate (or cagelike) nanowires. In many of these 

simulations, MD and energy minimization have been used to extend, compress, or bend the 

nanowires, and to extract information about their mechanical and thermal properties. But few have 

studied the electronic properties [155] to a great detail, especially for the bent nanowires. 

Although the studies of strain dependent electronic property of nanowires have exclusively 

focused on uniaxial strain, real nanowires have some inherent bending present in them. They can 

also be bent easily. Bottom up synthesized nanowires are usually not perfectly straight, rather they 

are twisted as well as jumbled [31], [32]. In reference [33], Bertagnolli grew wires with a 

predefined rectangular shape. Zhu et al. [34] demonstrated over 40% bending strain in nanowires 

with tungsten tip. They could also make the bending permanent with low electron beam exposure. 

In an ultimate bending strengths experiment, Cook et al. [35] bent silicon nanowires lying on a flat 



 

 

 

substrate through sequential atomic force microscope (AFM) tip manipulations. They could 

achieve a U-shape bending, and found that, as nanowire diameter decreased, the bending strength 

increased. This means that very narrow nanowires, in addition to having quantum mechanical 

properties, are stable even under large stress. Although these bending studies have been done 

mostly on bottom up nanowires, even top-down fabricated nanowires can be bent intentionally 

[36], [37] or unintentionally [38], [39]. Nannini et al. [38] demonstrated bending in released silicon 

nanowires due to surface relaxation, and noticed that, an applied force can modify the mechanical 

equilibrium. Moreover, top down and bottom up approaches can be combined [40] to get 

horizontally suspended, well-oriented and size-controlled nanowire arrays. These new bending 

approaches may open up new possibilities, and thus, electronic study of bent wires is necessary. It 

is also informative to compare bent nanowires with uniaxially strained nanowires to get an idea 

about their relative merits.  

5.2 DESCRIPTION 

This section presents detailed description about shape and size of the simulated nanowires, the 

simulation approaches, and the bending as well as uniaxial straining method. Definition of strain 

under the bent condition, the passivation approach as well as the electronic Hamiltonian generation 

procedure are also discussed. Moreover, formalism for calculating electronic transmission of the 

nanowire is briefly described. 

5.2.1 Nanowire size and shape 

Silicon nanowires with six different cross sectional areas are studied in this work. All the 

nanowires are <110> directed, since experimentally it has been found that the smallest nanowires 

grow mainly along the <110> direction [32], [156]–[160]. The average diameters of the nanowires 



 

 

 

are 1.0 nm, 1.7 nm, 2.3 nm, 3.1 nm, 3.6 nm and 4.3 nm, which are labeled here as <110>2d, 

<110>3d, <110>4d, <110>5d, <110>6d and <110>7d, respectively. The left side of Figure 5.1(a) 

shows the hexagonal cross section of nanowire <110>3d; other nanowires have similar shape, but 

they have either narrower or wider diameters. The right side of Figure 5.1(a) shows the assumed 

co-ordinate system. The top of Figure 5.1(b) shows the full length of the nanowire in Figure 5.1(a) 

while the bottom again shows the co-ordinate system. The total length of each nanowire is 19.922 

nm, and there are 103 atomic layers along the length. Figure 5.1 (c) show three consecutive layers. 

The starting nanowire structures were generated by the repetition of DFT optimized, unit cell sized 

silicon nanowires studied in [30]. 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Nanowire cross section (a), length (b), a few layers along length (c).  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 



 

 

 

5.2.2 Molecular dynamics 

The molecular dynamics simulation is done with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively 

Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [161].  The Tersoff [162], [163] many-body bond-order reactive 

potential is used to describe the Si-Si interatomic interactions. Tersoff potential has been used in 

the theoretical study of atomic structure and mechanical properties of branched silicon nanowires 

[164],  in the investigation of atomic elastic stiffness in silicon [165], and in the study of 

mechanical properties of silicon nanowire under uniaxial tension and compression [166]. In 

reference [167], Tersoff potential was used to study the effects of vacancy defects on thermal 

conduction of silicon nanowires. It has also been concluded, from the prediction of bulk silicon 

thermal conductivity, that Tersoff potential gives the best results for isotopically pure silicon [168]. 

Reference [169] concluded that Tersoff potential reasonably reproduced small defect clusters 

predicted by the more comprehensive tight-binding or first-principles calculations. It should be 

noted here that during our mechanical straining (bending as well as uniaxial strain) of the 

nanowires, hydrogen passivation of nanowire surfaces was not included as potential for Si-H bond 

is not available. In [167], it has been found that DFT calculations with or without hydrogen 

passivation gave almost the same thermal conductance.  

5.2.3 Procedure of applying bending and uniaxial strain 

The nanowire is strained using the following procedure. The nanowire structure is first optimized 

by using energy minimization, with no velocity or force restrictions on any atoms. Then, the atoms 

are subdivided into three groups: the leftmost 8 atomic layers form the left group, the rightmost 8 

atomic layers form the right group, and the rest fall in the middle group. To apply bending strain 

to the middle group, first the atoms in the left (right) group are rotated counter clockwise 



 

 

 

(clockwise) in the yz plane (Figure 5.1(b) top) by an angle of 0.05 degree. Then they are kept 

frozen while energy minimization is done to the middle group of atoms.  Similar approach for 

bending nanowires was applied in mechanical study of silicon carbide nanowires [137]. After the 

minimization, the atomic positions of all the atoms are saved, and the process is repeated for the 

next increment of the rotation angle. To apply uniaxial strain to the middle group of atoms, instead 

of rotating, the atoms in the left (right) group are shifted to the left (right) by 0.005 nm. The rest 

of the minimization procedure is similar to bending.  

5.2.4 Strain definition 

For uniaxial strain, each atomic layer is under the same amount of strain, which is defined as 

 0

0

L L

L



  

where ε  is the uniaxial strain, and 0L  and L , respectively, are the layer-to-layer distances before 

and after applying strain. 

The strain profile along the length of a bent nanowire is nonlinear, that is, it changes from 

layer to layer. For the bending approach described above, usually the bottom surface is compressed 

while the top surface is under tensile strain. For purposes of calculation as well as for comparison 

with the uniaxial case, a simplified strain definition is used. First, the average xyz positions of 

each atomic layer, both before and after bending, are calculated. Then the strain between any two 

consecutive layers is given by, 

 0
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       (5.1)  

where ε  is the average strain, and 0L  and L , respectively, are the average layer-to-layer distances 

before and after the bending. 



 

 

 

5.2.5 Cropping off nanowire ends 

Since the left and right groups of atoms are kept fixed during the bending or uniaxial straining and 

energy minimization process, the atoms in the middle group, which are close to atoms in the edge 

groups, undergo some artificial deformations. To avoid such artificial deformation, the full length 

of the bent nanowire is not used in the electronic calculations. Specifically, 19 layers of atoms 

from each end (including those that are kept frozen during the minimization) are cropped off. 

Electronic simulation is done using the remaining 65 layers of atoms. The cropping also decreases 

the problem size making the NEGF calculation computationally a little less intensive. Even after 

this cropping, however, the length is considerably larger than what is usually used in electronic 

studies of nanowires under uniaxial strain.  

5.2.6 Surface passivation 

Next the nanowires after their ends cropped off are hydrogen passivated with the GaussView [170] 

software. Although hydrogen passivation was not done during the energy minimization, it is 

essential to do so before any electronic calculations. Otherwise, the dangling bonds at the 

unpassivated nanowire surface will show up as electronic states inside the bandgap and 

overshadow the true energy gap. In reference [30], D. Shiri et al. studied strain dependent 

electronic properties of hydrogen passivated silicon nanowires. B. Li et al. [171] used hydrogen 

passivated nanowires to study the effects of size and shape on surface lattice constants of silicon 

nanowires. Experimentally, in [172] hydrogen passivation was done to silicon nanowires before 

functionalization with organic substituents. S. Kim et al. [173] showed improvement in MOSFET 

performance by doing high pressure hydrogen annealing which reduced interface states at silicon 



 

 

 

nanowire and oxide interface. T. Tezukal et al. [174] found that annealing of top-down fabricated 

nanowires in hydrogen made the nanowire surface less rough.  

5.2.7 Electronic Hamiltonians and their sizes 

The mechanics simulation gives the atomic positions. After that, for electronic calculations, the 

position information has to be represented in the form of a Hamiltonian matrix. Here we use the 

sp3d5s* tight binding (TB) method with parameters from Jancu [175]. Because of non-uniform 

strain along the nanowire, Bloch’s theorem cannot be used, and thus, the usual electronic band 

structure cannot be calculated. Instead, we calculate electronic transmission to find the energy gap 

in it. Two types of Hamiltonians are generated: (i) in-layer Hamiltonian, which represents all the 

atoms in a layer, and (ii) layer-to-layer Hamiltonian, which gives coupling between the atoms in 

consecutive layers. Depending on the diameter, each layer can have 12 to 147 silicon, and 8 to 28 

hydrogen atoms. Without considering spin-orbit coupling in sp3d5s* TB, Hamiltonian size for each 

silicon atom is 10x10, and that for each hydrogen atom is 1x1. Thus, the Hamiltonian size of each 

layer is between 128x128 and 1498x1498. As already pointed out, we have a total of 65 layers. 

Thus, while the narrower nanowires pose less challenge in terms of processor and memory 

requirements, the wider ones are really computationally intensive.  

5.2.8 Calculation of electronic transmission 

The transmission through the nanowire is calculated using the Green’s function [176] formalism, 

which is briefly described next. First, the retarded Green function, rG (E) , of the nanowire as a 

function of energy E  is calculated as 
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where H  represents the Hamiltonian of the nanowire, I  is an identity matrix, ( ) ( )r

L R E  is the self-

energy of the left (right) contact. H is block tri-diagonal in nature due to both the layered structure 

of the device and the use of nearest-neighbor TB Hamiltonian. The contact self-energy represents 

the connection strength between the nanowire and the contact, and it can be rigorously calculated 

by first calculating the surface Green’s function of the contact. But this calculation is very time 

consuming and a simpler approach works. We assume, for each contact, a broadening function, Γ

, of the form 

 
( ) 0( ) EL R E I        (5.3) 

and then, calculate the self-energy as 
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where 0E  is a constant with unit of energy. We assume its value to be equal to 50 mEv. Once 

rG (E) has been calculated, the electronic transmission can be found from 

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r a

L RT E tr E G E E G E    (5.5) 

Here, aG (E)  represents the advanced Green function of the nanowire, which is found form the 

transpose-conjugate of rG (E) . tr here means the trace of the matrix. 

5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.3.1 Strain analysis 

In this subsection, we analyze the strains in the nanowires. An average representation for the axial 

strain, as given by Eqn. (5.1), is calculated for easy correlation with electronic properties and 

comparison with uniaxial strain results. Figure 5.2 shows three bent nanowires, (a) <110>3d, (b) 



 

 

 

<110>5d, and (c) <110>7d, with their local atomic strain along the length (z) direction visualized 

as color variation. To obtain this strain configuration, the left and right atom groups of each 

nanowire was rotated by 15o in the vertical (yz) plane (Figure 5.1(b)). The top side of each 

nanowire is under tension while the bottom side is under compression. The corner atoms are under 

the largest amount of strain due to rotation. Also for a fixed amount of rotation, as expected, the 

range of strain variation (from most compressive to most tensile) increases with the nanowire 

diameter. In addition, the largest tensile strain magnitude is always higher than the largest 

compressive strain magnitude, for example, +3.7% vs -2.3% for nanowire <110>3d. This is due 

to the atomic potentials resisting compression more than tension because as the atoms are brought 

closer to each other beyond the no-strain minimum energy position the energy increases 

exponentially. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Local strain along the z-direction (length) in 3 different nanowires as a color plot; (a) 

<110>3d, (b) <110>5d, (c) <110>7d. 

Figure 5.3 shows the local strain along x-direction while Figure 5.4 shows y-direction atomic 

strain for the nanowires (a) <110>3d, (b) <110>5d, and (c) <110>7d. For both cases, top surface 

is under compression while bottom surface is under tension, which is opposite to what we saw for 

z-direction. So the atoms that are under tension along the length compresses in the cross-sectional 

plane. Note as y-dimension is slightly larger than x, the range of y-strain is also larger. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Local strain along the x-direction in 3 different nanowires as a color plot; (a) <110>3d, 

(b) <110>5d, (c) <110>7d. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Local strain along the y-direction in 3 different nanowires as a color plot; (a) <110>3d, 

(b) <110>5d, (c) <110>7d. 

We next consider local strain in uniaxially strained nanowires. Figure 5.5 shows the strain 

along (a) z (length) direction, (b) x direction and (c) y direction uniaxially strained <110>5d 

nanowire. As expected, variation in strain along the length is small and the atoms are always under 

tension. Such variation is due to fixing the end atoms and allowing the middle atoms to relax. 

Strain along x and y directions are always compressive and again the range is larger along y since 

the y dimension of the nanowire is also larger that x dimension. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Local strain along (a) z, (b) x, (c) y direction as a color plot for a uniaxially strained 

<110>5d nanowire. 

Next our goal is to get an average representation of the strain along the length in the bent 

nanowires. Figure 5.6 plots all the three strain ranges (x-range (a), y-range (b), and z-range (c)) as 

functions of the nanowire diameter for different amount of end atom group rotations. The ranges 

are almost linearly proportion to the nanowire diameter. As already seen, the y-range values are 

slightly higher than the x-range values as diameter along y is wider. Due to bending along the 

length, z-range values are the largest. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Ranges of strain (x-range (a), y-range, (b) and z-range (c)) as functions of nanowire 

diameter for different amount of end atom group rotations. 

The strain plots in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.6 give an insight into strain profile of bent 

nanowires, it is difficult to correlate them directly with the any electronic properties. For example, 

it is not possible, for a specific nanowire under a specific amount of rotation, to show a one-to-one 

relation between the strain value and electronic transmission as strain does not have single value. 

Note that just the amount of rotation is not a good measure, especially if we want to make a 

comparison with uniaxially strained nanowires. So some average strain value at each strain 

configuration (or end atom rotation) is more convenient for such correlation. But any kind of 

averaging will lose some information, and more importantly, such simplifications should be 

justifiable. With such a goal in mind, we turn to the layer to layer strain of the nanowire. 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Layer to layer average strain along length. (a) <110>3d, and (b) <110>6d. 



 

 

 

Figure 5.7 plots the layer to layer strain along the length, as defined in equation (5.1), for two 

different nanowires - (a) <110>3d and (b) <110>6d. We have already seen in Figure 5.6 (c) that 

the range of variation of strain over all the atoms in a nanowire can be quite large, mainly because 

of the corner atoms. However, the layer to layer strain variation is actually smaller (Figure 5.7). 

Thus, it is possible to find a single quantity, representing an equivalent average strain, for each of 

the curves in Figure 5.7. This average number is plotted in Figure 5.8 for all the bent nanowires 

considered in this study. For the same end atom rotation, like the strain ranges, the average strain 

also increases linearly with the diameter. The average strain value is used for studying correlation 

with electronic properties and uniaxially strained nanowires, for which nominal strain value along 

length is used. 

 

Figure 5.8. Average strain along length of a bent nanowire as a function of diameter.  



 

 

 

5.3.2 Electronic transmission 

 

Figure 5.9. Electronic transmission as a function of energy. (a) <110>2d with no rotation, (b) 

<110>2d with 15-degree rotation, (c) <110>4d with no rotation, (d) <110>4d with 15-degree 

rotation, (e) <110>6d with no rotation, (f) <110>6d with 15-degree rotation.  

 

In bent nanowires, the bending strain compresses or extends the nanowire locally (Figures 

5.2, 5.3 and 5.4), although on an average, the nanowire is under tensile strain along the length 

(Figure 5.8). The strain (bending or uniaxial) changes the electronic band profile of the nanowire. 

As already discussed, due to absence of any crystal symmetry under bending, it is not possible, 



 

 

 

however, to calculate the energy band diagram using the Bloch’s theorem. We rather calculate the 

electronic transmission (Eq. (5.5)) in the strained nanowires as a function of energy. 

Figure 5.9 plots the electronic transmission as a function of energy for, respectively, zero and 

15-degree end atom group rotations in the nanowires: (a, b) <110>2d, (c, d) <110>4d, (e, f) 

<110>6d. We notice at least three important trends in the plots. First, a narrower nanowire has a 

lower transmission value. A narrower nanowire has a fewer number of electronic modes, and at 

any energy, transmission is proportional to the number of modes. So this is reasonable. Second, 

the transmission gap - the continuous energy range over which the transmission is zero - in the 

nanowire is larger than the bulk silicon bandgap. The transmission gap also decreases as the 

nanowire diameter increases. This is expected since, in the limit of a very wide wire approaching 

the bulk material, the energy gap in the wire should approach that in the bulk. Also it is to be 

noticed that gaps in the unstrained nanowires - 2.43 eV (Figure 5.9(a)), 1.64 eV (Figure 5.9(c)), 

and 1.47 eV (Figure 5.6(e)) - are consistent with both DFT [30] and DFTB [29] calculations. This 

validates use of molecular dynamics for structure minimization. Third and most importantly, the 

gap in each nanowire decreases as the amount of bending strain (that is, average strain along 

length) increases. This behavior is also consistent with the results in [30], which predicts that for 

an increase in uniaxial tensile strain in the nanowire, its bandgap decreases. 

We can get a more comprehensive overview by studying the transmission energy gap as a 

function of the nanowire diameter with the angle of end atom group rotation as a parameter. Such 

characteristics are plotted in Figure 5.10 for no rotation and six different rotations (5, 10, 15, 20, 

25, and 30 degree) conditions. We note that, the larger the nanowire diameter, the smaller the 

transmission gap, which we already saw in Figure 5.9. For low bending strain (top curves), as the 

nanowire diameter decreases from the largest diameter, 4.3 nm, the gap increases gradually. This 



 

 

 

increase, however, becomes sharper as the diameter decreases below 1.7 nm. For large bending 

strain (bottom curves), the gap increases rapidly in an almost linear fashion as the diameter 

decreases. It is interesting to note that for the two widest wires, diameters 3.6 nm and 4.3 nm, the 

gap completely disappears for larger strains. The reason for the disappearance of the gap is as 

follows. We have seen, in Figure 5.6, that the strain range is higher for the wider wires. This means, 

for large rotations, the local strains (both tensile and compression) in some parts of the wider wires 

are very high (and of opposite direction). These large local strains represent a huge departure from 

the perfect crystal structure and introduce many electronic modes in the band gap, thereby making 

the gap totally disappear. 

 

 Figure 5.10. Transmission gap as a function of nanowire diameter for different rotation angles. 



 

 

 

5.3.3 Bent nanowire vs. uniaxially strained nanowire 

Figure 5.11 plots the energy gap in electronic transmission as a function of percentage strain for 

six nanowires for both bent and uniaxially strained cases. Nanowire diameter increases as we go 

from the top of the plot towards the bottom. The gap decreases linearly with the strain for both 

method of straining. However, for the same diameter and the same average strain, the gap is 

smaller and its decrease rate is faster in bent nanowire. Such trends have important consequences. 

Smaller gap means the bent nanowires will have higher conductivity. The larger decrease rate also 

means that the strain modulated band gap will respond to electromagnetic wave (light) of a wider 

wavelength range. This clearly is an advantage of the bent nanowire over the uniaxially strained 

nanowire. 

 

Figure 5.11. Transmission gap as a function of % strain. Solid: bent, dashed: uniaxial. 



 

 

 

Change in both conduction band minimum (Ec) and valence band maximum (Ev) can 

contribute to the change in the gap. So it is informative to know which one contributes more. 

Figure 5.12 plots both Ec and Ev for the cases in Figure 5.11. For narrow nanowires, both Ec and 

Ev change at a similar rate, but as nanowire diameter increases, the Ev change becomes larger and 

larger. 

 

Figure 5.12. Ec and EV as a function of % strain. Solid: bent, dashed: uniaxial. 



 

 

 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

Atomic strain analysis and electronic transport calculation were done for six different nanowires 

of varying diameters. Both bending strain and uniaxial strain have been considered. The whole 

simulation process was described in detail. For the same amount of end atom rotation, the wider 

the nanowire, the larger is the strain. This directly translates into smaller energy gaps in electronic 

transmission for wider wires. Comparison of bent and uniaxially strained nanowire of same 

diameter reveals that for same average strain the bent nanowire has a smaller gap in transmission. 

The gap decrease rate is also found to be faster in the bent case. This makes bent nanowires superior 

over uniaxially strained nanowires in terms of conductivity as well as strain modulated photo 

absorption a wider wavelength range.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS 

This thesis explored modeling, fabrication and characterization of contact asymmetry (in size and 

work function) effect on photoresponse of bulk silicon and nanowires of both silicon and 

germanium semiconductors. It also investigated strain dependent electronic transport modulation 

of narrow silicon nanowires. The main contributions of this work are summarized below: 

1) In Chapter 2, we presented the theory of contact size asymmetry based photosensor. 

If one contact has a larger area than the other, then under uniform illumination, the 

device is asymmetric and produce large photocurrent at zero applied bias. Even for 

symmetric contact devices asymmetry is possible if the light spot size is smaller 

than contact to contact distance and the light is at an asymmetric point with respect 

to the contacts. The theory was tested with prototype devices fabricated using a 

single metal deposition process. Hundreds of zero bias photocurrent was achieved 

and the response was fast and stable. Device simulation was also carried out to 

further understand the underlying physics of such devices. It was found that contact 

surface recombination and Schottky effects are essential for matching trends in 

experimental I-V characteristics. 

2) Chapter 3 discussed detailed modeling of single silicon wire solar cells. Symmetric 

area contact with large work function difference (> 1 eV) can achieve performance 

of p-n junction type solar cells without the need for controlled high doping in 

nanowire devices. It was shown that due to recombination of photo generated 

minority carriers with majority carriers, the short circuit current as well as open 

circuit voltage saturates as nanowire length increases. The saturation length was 

found to be approximately five times the diffusion length. With one contact metal 



 

 

 

work function above and the second contact metal work function below the 

nanowire work function, the first contact is Schottky while the other is Ohmic. The 

Schottky metal work function has a large impact on both ISC and VOC than the 

Ohmic contact. 

Due to saturation, the current density performance of long nanowires worse than 

short nanowires. We presented multiple contact design to boost the short circuit 

current performance of the long wires without affecting the open circuit voltage. 

We further studied grounded gate design for improving both ISC and VOC. Such 

design also generates negative differential resistance effect in a non-resonant 

tunneling device. 

3) In Chapter 4, we described fabrication and characterization of nanowire network 

based photo sensing devices with dual work function metal contacts. A process for 

fabricating nanowire network with controlled density was developed. Our 

characterization showed that the network produces appreciable photo response and 

demonstrated, for the first time for visual wavelength, zero bias photo response in 

nanowire network devices. 

For devices with contact to contact distance larger than the nanowire length, the 

higher the nanowire density the larger the current. However, for devices with metal 

to metal distance shorter than nanowire length, sparser devices gave larger current 

than that given by a considerably denser device. This behavior was explained by 

considering the nanowire to nanowire transport phenomenon as our nanowires had 

some less-conducting shell surrounding them. The shell act as a bottleneck in the 

overall transport from one contact to the other. We also did KPFM measurements 



 

 

 

to show that our contact metal pair achieved a work function difference of about 

0.7 eV which generates the required asymmetry for large zero bias photocurrent. 

4) Simulation work of strained narrow silicon nanowires with an emphasis on bent 

nanowires was detailed in Chapter 5. The complete simulation methodology was 

described and local (atomic) strain was analyzed as function of nanowire diameter, 

direction as well as straining method (bending or uniaxial straining). Local strain 

in bent nanowires varied widely in magnitude and direction (tensile vs 

compressive). For comparison with uniaxial case, average strain along the length 

was defined and it was found that as a function of diameter the average strain 

increased linearly for same amount of end atom rotation used to cause bending. 

Electronic transmission vs energy plot shows that the energy gap decreases as 

diameter increases. For the same nanowire, the gap again decreases as the strain 

increases. Comparison with uniaxially strained nanowires reveal that the decrease 

rate is faster in bent nanowire for similar strain along the length. For nanowires 

with diameters 3.6 nm and 4.3 nm, less than 5% strain is required to reduce the gap 

to zero and cause a semiconductor to metal transition. Such transition is difficult, if 

not impossible, to achieve in uniaxially strained nanowires due to the slow rate of 

gap decrease with increase in strain. Since in bent nanowires, the range of strain 

over all the atoms in a nanowire is large, achieving larger gap decrease rate seems 

easier. 

Below we briefly describe ways of extending this work: 

1) The asymmetric contact area bulk silicon photosensor device work can be extended 

by fabricating and characterizing devices with ranges of contact size, contact to 



 

 

 

contact distance, and metals with a range of work functions. Our prototype devices 

proved the theory and modeling indicated that surface recombination and barrier 

lowering are important. But for finding the best device, the elaborate fabrication 

and comparison with commercially available devices will be useful. 

2) We did detailed modeling of single nanowire solar cell (or photo sensor) devices of 

two or more contacts in Chapter 3. Top-down fabrication with SOI wafers can be 

done to make such devices and characterize their performance against simulation 

result. We studied nanowire network based photo sensor devices in Chapter 4. Our 

KPFM measurement showed that our chosen metals Al and Ni had a work function 

difference of about 0.7 eV. However, due to instrument limitation, we did not do 

KPFM measurement on single nanowire devices. So fabrication of single nanowire 

devices and doing KPFM to extract the complete KPFM profile from first metal to 

nanowire to second contact would give valuable information about the band 

structure of the device.  

Energy gap measurement in narrow bent silicon nanowires can be done to complement our 

simulation work of bent (as well as uniaxially strained) nanowires. Strain dependent photo 

absorption / emission measurements can be done for such purposes.  
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